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The Fourth of July committee had
New York, June 29. What promisWashington, D. C, June 29. Ed
Washington, D. C, June 29. An at- St XX
of Las Vegas has
Glendale, Oregon, June 29. Appar- its final innings last evening at a well
es to be the most sensational and
been appointed traveling auditor, vice ward Hines of Chicago, the storm tack on former President Roosev-l- on
ently mistaking the first section of attended meeting in the Chamber of
center thus far of the second Lorimer
X At three o'clock this afternoon
X
t
action the federal north bound passenger No.46 on the Commerce rooms. "Impress upon the
Charles V. Safford, resigned.
the
not
had
he
the
ground
prosecuted
X when Judge Whitford had re- - X government has ever undertaken is Southern Pacific railroad for a south- people to decorate on the
the inquiry, today told the Senate comMr. Joerns is now clerk o
Fourth,"
sugar trust, made before the X turned, the jury filed in and de- expected to take definite form here bound train said to be carrying a ship- said President S. G. Cartwright who
fourth judicial district and a short mittee his story of how he became
election
of
in the
o actively interested
House sugar committee today by X livered its verdict that Hen- X today when a federal grand jury ment of $400,000 in gold dust from Se- was In the chair. "The
time ago was assistant traveling
Spanish colMrf. Lorimer to the United States George H. Earle,
of
Philadelphia, X wood is guilty of murder in X which has been hearing evidence attle to San, Francisco, four robbers ors, red and white, should mingle
Although living temporarily
at Las regas, he Is a resident of Senate. He declared that both 'Sena- aroused a vigorous defense of Mr. X the second degreel Some delay X against certain officials jfi the U. S. held up the north bound train last with the Stars and Stripes" "not only
tors Aldrich and Penrose approached Roosevelt by Representative Madison X was caused by the absence of X Steel Corporation,
its subsidiaries, night at 9:10 o'clock near West Fork, from every building along the route
Raton.
Governor Mills made public today him in May, 1909, on the subject of of Kansas, who said the former presi- X Attorney Bottom who was X and many independent steel compa- an isolated station in Cow Creek Can- of the parade but throughout the town.
the Illinois Senatorial situation and dent relied on Attorney General Bona- X i brought in to be present when X nies, makes its report. It is known
There will be many visitors from Athe following
correspondence be- that Senator Aldrich
yon.
X that' the findings of the grand jury
represented to parte for advice and there was no evide- X . the verdict was delivered.
tween Mr. Safford and himself:
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Mr. Madison insisted upon reading
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express, but
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decision in the sugar this
charging conspiracy to control the were foiled by Messenger Robb, who of the National holiday!"
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despite
dent felt- that Mr. Lorimer, then a Roosevelt had to lean.
from the room in which the jury that country over, involving men high up refused to open the door
the route of parade and the
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sponsible position with the Bank of
threats that they would use dynamite
Commerce at Albuquerque, and believ- - representative in Congress, could be
"You gentlemen will never prose- heard the case against Frank Harold in the financial world, are said to be if he resisted. The robbers after fruit- formation of the procession.
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out in detail. Dr. J. M. Diaz and H.
investigations
ly to ray - personal advantage both
for officers who neglect their duty," George E. Copeland, had reached
a
are said even to have reached a prom- side door of the car, finally desisted D. Moulton reported as to automobiles,
financial and' otherwise, have closed drich had wanted him to go to the said Mr. Earle.
verdict, although the court bailiffs inent law firm of this city, which has and decamped with the loot secured and Scoutmaster F. C. Wilson
with the offer and hereby tender you White House to see the "President.
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promfrom the mail car.
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themselves and did not "The president of ihe United States breakfast, indicating that their pres- and pooling agreements.
ceived his instructions and promised
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for
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on
and
law
relied
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would not be needed for some
The robbers boarded the train at that there will be no lack
Some of the evidence presented to
that I sever my business connections go. Senator Aldrich came to him,con-he there is no evidence before this com ence
of music
time.
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the steel business in the United ing
W. Armijo, who will be De Vargas, remy long service with the territory,
'
improper motives. I don't agree with elected John Baxter, foreman. Bax- States has been divided
by agreement way, they crawled over the tender into ported that the pageant is well in
my relations with both territorial and favoring Lorimer.
am
I
of
the
general.
attorney
opinion
is a solicitor for a printing house, into about twenty pools.
the cab and directed the engineer to hand and that James L.
county officials have been of the most Mr. Hines said he at once got in one of those people of Kansas who still ter
Seligman,
is married and the father of nine
communication with Senator Lorimer
The pools, it is said, have been stop the train. This, done, one of the chairman of the De Vargas pageant,
pleasant and in addition I have always at
Roose
of Mr.
believe
in
the
integrity
children.
over
and
the
men
the
Springfield
and
formed by agreements between the
fireman had worked indefatigably to make it
telephone
kept
engineer
taken a deep interest and pride in
After returning from breakfast this subsidiaries of the steel corporation under cover of his revolvers, while the a great success.
went west the next ..day to carry out velt."
the work of the office.
The costumes are
,
Mr.
said
is
"It
should,"
that
you
just
morning the jury immediately pro- and many of the Independents.
other went back and uncoupled the here and the retinue of De Vargas has
I wish to thank you personally for what he believed to be a mission of
Earl.
ceeded to go over the instructions oi
The government's action is direct- mail, baggage and express car. Then had several successful
the aid and advice you have always the administration.'
practice meet
I still trust the people of Kansas the court. For the first 4ime in sev- ed more
Senator Aldrich told him that if
so willingly extended me, as have also
against the "trust within the the engineer was ordered to pull these ings. The war. chiefs from San Tide- was
for
the
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to
whether
room
was
court
one
eral
thrown
the
doubted
't
the
right
administration's
any
days,
trust," than against the steel corpora- cars some distance up the track, where fonso, Santa Clara, San Juan and Te-your predecessors under whom I serv
to have them call up either president not to act when he knew open to the public this morning, but tion alone, although the evidence laid he was again ordered to stop.
ed; I desire also on this occasion to attitude'
ssuque will arrive on the evening of
General
Aldrich or President Taft himself.
the morbidly curious were conspicu- before the grand jury is said to in
that his ad interim Attorney
The robbers went back to the mail July 3.
say that whatever measure of success
the early volve many of the officers of the big car and lining the mail clerks up, took
At sunrise on the Fourth, the cushas bees achieved by the office, has Following the forenoon session of Mr. Purdy was anxious to proceed and ous by their absence during
'
company. While the Bureau of Corp the registered mail pounches and dyn- tomary salute will be fired.
been largely due to thy able assist the committee, at which Mr, Hines that there was valuable evidence that hours.
to
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The
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this
debate
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I
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charging orations at Washington has been mak amited the mail car safe.
against
might be lost
At 9 a. m. De Vargas and his retinue
ants and to the hearty
The noise of the explosion warned of cavaliers and Indians will gather
of county' officials and those in charge statement in regard to his activity matter with Mr. Roosevelt in New the murder of Sylvester L. Von 5.Phul ing an investigation of the steel corporation for nearly three years, this
Robb of what was taking at Rosario chapel and will start at
of financial institutions which came in the Lorimer matter: "I did talk York, but he did not accept my chal was set this morning for July
The trial of this case, however, de- proposed criminal action is apart from Messenger
direct under the supervision of 'the with him about the situation in the lenge and neglected an opportunity to
when the demand came for promptly ten o'clock for the plaza.
and
place,
Illinois legislature pending the sena- overwhelm me. Do you think the peo pends upon the outcome of the present that.
him to open his door he made no re- At the Catron residence, the cavaldepartment.
torial election in 1909. I had served ple of Kansas will say that the presi- trial.
Nine Indictments.
considthe'
for
you
Again thanking
sponse. The robbers threatened to cade will be met by the band and will
with
To an Associated Press representaSenator Hopkins and felt inter dent did his full duty in neglecting
New York, June 29. The federal blow him
eration that you have always shown
up with dynamite but this march between a double file of autoested in him and I told Mr, Hines that that case? How are we ever going to tive this morning, Henwood in his cell grand jury late this afternoon returnme, I remain,
not
did
produce
any response, and the mobiles and the rest of the procession,
expressed-.confidencI hoped there would be an election."
ed nine indictments against that num- robbers
punish crime if you are-- ' constantly at the city jail,
to
Respectfully,
tried
pry the door open with from the federal building down Lin"I thought the Republican ranks changing law officers and do nothing in a verdict of acquittal, not only ber of pools alleged to be operating
C. V. SAFFORD,
a crow bar. After finding that they coln avenue around the Plaza to the
"filled up and said so, but
should
be
was
he
but
because
he
'
innocent,
said,
as the
wire trust.
in the interim?"
Traveling Auditor. beyond such
were only wasting time, they decamp- front of the old Palace which will be
because of what he termed the "slim"
expression 1 did not go.
- Roosevelt
off so that no one else can
Talked in Latin.
The Governor's Letter.
ed
leaving the engine and cars on the roped
Senator Aldrich felt the same way "I used to think Theodore Roosevelt testimony offered by the prosecution. PRESIDENT TAFT NAMES
enter that part of the Plaza while De
June 28, 1911.
creek
siding.
and so expressed himself."
Henwood repeated'ly refe)rredl to
DIPLOMATIC OFFICERS.
was the greatest man in the universe,
Hon. C. V. Safford, Traveling Auditor
"Posses have been organized to pur- Vargas makes his Spanish address of
of his friendswho, he
five minutes length.
At that time,
and the people of Kansas still do," de the loyalty
and Bank Examiner, Santa Fe, N. M.
said had overlooked nothing in their Ministers to Panama, Ecuador, Para- sue the robbers who, however, have
DEEP WATERWAYS MEASURE
machines and cameH. Earle, Jr., of
clared
moving
picture
George
My Dear Mr. Safford I am in rea
secured
start.
long
kindly, thoughtful treatment of him
IS AGAIN DEFEATED,
ras will take the pictures into yhich
guay, Uruguay, Honduras
Philadelphia, when he resumed his tes- self.
ceipt of your favor of June 19th In
but the De Vargas pageant is
Appointed.
nothing
which you tender your resignation as
timony today before the sugar trust
.He spent a "fairly good night," he
AVIATOR FALLS 500 FEET,
of Illinois Legislature With
to enter. A huge cross in front of
committee.
investigating
traveling auditor and bank examiner Speaker
the
ordeal"
ONLY
said,
SLIGHTLY INJURED. the Palace will remind of the cross
through (By Special Leased Wire te New Mexlcan
His Gavel Again Frustrates
Mr. Earle told how Mr. Roosevelt which "considering
of this territory, in order that you may
he had gone.
Will of Majority.
,
erected by De Vargas upon his secWashington, D. C, June 29. Presionce talked to him in Latin, and in
accept the position of cashier of the
Only once was Mrs.
dent Taft sent to the Senate today the Broke Through Five Telephone Wires, ond entry in 1693. The band in the
Bank of ' Commerce at Albuquerque. (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) mom serious vein discussed the sugar name mentioned, and thenSpringer's
only, in following nominations: Envoys exHeavy Wooden Backstop and
Springfield, 111., June 29. By ruling trust and the tariff.
pagoda will play a Spanish selection
You have filled so ably the position
connection with what he intended was traordinary and ministers plenipotenHad Biplane Wrecked.
midthe completion of the De Vargas
.
that
the
ended
last
upon
day
legislative
so
auditor
for
of traveling
Mr. Earle, who was' the most active a
many years
"feeling of enmity on .the part of tiary: William Russell, of the District
wih the calendar day, Speaker
proclamation. It is also understood
of the American Sugar Re- one of the
that it was with deep regret I re- night
pursuer
employes of the' Springer of Columbia, to the Dominican Re- (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican that it, will play Spanish selections
ceived your resignation. At the same Adkins today made it impossible to fining company after the wrecking of ranch."
Chicago, 111., June 29. John J. as it brings the cavalcade to the Old
public; Evan E. Young, of South Datime as you really feel that the' posi- pass any; deep waterway bill which the Real Estate Trust Company and
Henwood had reference to the tes- kota, to Ecuador; N. A. Grevstar to Jcyce, an aviator, iell 500 feet ia a bi- Palace, but that after the De
1.
become
can
effective
on
Vargas
July
which
tion
you contemplate accepting '
the closing of the Pennsylvania Sugar timony of Mrs. Carpenter, who told
and Uruguay; Charles Dun- plane at Hawthorne Park yesterday, ceremonies, it will play only patriotic
This is the second time in the spe"will be of so much greater financial
'
told the committee of Henwood's actions with Mrs. Spring Paraguay
Refining
Company,
to Hondu- and escaped with only slight injuries. selections.
,
benefit to you I ean do nothing else cial session when the minority in the yesterday that former President Roos- er during his visit to the Springer ning White of New Jersey, MassachuThe second part of the festivities
He broke through five telephone wires.
ras; H. Percival Dodge of
but accept your resignation which I House, aided by the speaker and his evelt had "lost hia preference for big ranch.
Will begin With the readlne- nf tho
setts, to Panama; Lewis Einstein of one live wire and a heavy
now do. I will, however, ask you to gavel, have succeeded in routing the game," in not prosecuting the sugar
Rumor to the effect that the jury New York, to Costa Rica.
Declaration
of Independence by Judge
base
a
for
ball
The
diamond.
and
the
the
office
waterways
majority
hold
to
this
defeating
continue
until;
trust officials in that case.
stood seven for conviction and five for
What Washington Times Says.
''
back stop was wrecked and the bi- A. Li. Morrison at the Pagoda in the
bills which had been previously passed
first day of next July.
"Have you ever had any trouble acquittal on the first ballot circulated
The Senate will not act this session
was literally ground to pieces, Plaza. Then the grand procession
I assure you that I appreciate the by the Senate.
with Mr. Roosevelt?" asked Chairman about the court room shortly before on the admission of Arizona and New plane
but
bill
House
to
The
Joyce
have
the
last
which
escaped with only a sprain will form, led by the band and the
and
you
presented
fidelity
ability
Hardwick today.
noon, but the bailiffs declared that Mexico, and the matter will go over ed
a scratched face and a possi militia. Then will come Governor
ankle,
measure
shown in performing the duties of the night was a compromise
"None at all. I voted for him twice they had no knowledge that a ballot until next winter.
ble minor fracture of one of the small Mills and guests of honor followed by
office that you are about to retire from which permitted the use of $500,000 and
1 had been taken at all.
him
for
and
This
been
has
when
stumped
settled,
practically
to
of the leg. Joyce fell in the the Boy Scouts who will be the
conserve water power sites in the
and I realize that a great responsibili
At noon the jury filed out of the although no formal action has been bones
wrote to him about this case I was
course
of an instruction flight he had Guard of Honor for the chief exec
will devolve upon me in selecting! Illinois river valley.
court house and walked
a dozen taken.
sure something would be done."
sorts
for several pupils who utive. Then will follow St Joseph's
all
undertaken
wish
successor.
I
you
your
restaurant for
Senator Smith, chairman of the ter were at the
"Never had any. .communication blocks to a down-towbociety of boys who will be the ad.
of success In your new position, and MOTION TO QUASH
park.
lunch.
vance
ritories
with him since?" told
the
President
committee,
guard for De Vargas, his retiesof
assurances
my personal
DYNAMITE INDICTMENTS.
The bailiffs announced that there today that the committee had agreed
nue and Indians, who will in turn be
"No sir, I never met Mr. Roosevelt
teem I am, my dear Mr, Safford, as
IN
TROUBLE
unJUAREZ
on the resolution already passed bj
followed bv the antnmnhllo nm
but once since I left Harvard and that would be "nothing doing" at least
..'ever,
OVER CUSTOMS SHAKE-UP- ,
Judge Willis Postpones Decision to was at the White House. He asked til two o'clock, when the presiding the House with certain minor amend
which will have an Albuquerque diviyours,
Very sincerely
Monday so as to Examine
sion. The Grand Army and such oth- me if my career in, Harvard had done judge would return from his lunch; '' ments and said he would report it
WILLIAM J. MILLS,
Rebels Threaten Warfare if Officials
Henwood Jury Agrees, ." .. to the Senate in a few days.
Authorities.
societies as well as the fire comme
I
him
told
any
I
good.
that
didn't
Governor.
at(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) know. Then in that
Are Removed on Saturday as
Denver, Colo., June 29. The Hen
Threaten to Revolt.
pany will be given places in the
enunciapeculiar
Six Horses Stolen.
"
i: Los Angeles, Calif., June 29.
wood jury has agreed. The announce
Announced.
"New Mexico Republicans are tell
A de tion which h'
parade. The route will not be a long
possesses, he quoted
4 The mounted police here have been cision on the motion of the defense
cne.
to me in Latin , which I ment of the verdict is to be made as ing the President , that if admission
something
Informed that six horses have been to
the indictments against F. could not by any chance understand. soon as Judge Whitford reached the does not come soon the people, in dis (By Special 'Leased Wire to New Mexican)
quash
Other Shows.
Sheriff
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and
stolen at
t
court room.
El Paso, Teas, June 29. Serious
Ira Bender, A. P. Maple and B. H.
gust, will throw the state to Demo
Tn the afternoon, from 1:30 to
examined in Latin by the prev
Being
.Meyers and Deputy Sheriff Street are
union
crats. Arizona Republicans are ma- trouble is threatened in Juarez as a re- Michael Stanton will give a free 2:30,
accused of having ideut of the United States
mov.made me
hot on the trail of the horse thieves. conspired to-men
in the customs ing picture show at the Elks' theater
the
nuevering to hold off admission. Cur- sult of the shake-udynamite
County feel silly so I smiled and the president
'
Stapp for District Cleric
Hall of Records early on the morning
if
.
Demois
there
says
the
ry
delay
department..
fur the children,, At 3 p. m. the baseJudge Clarence J. Roberts will ap of September 9, 1910, was continued slapped me on the back and said: "I RAGE
crats ' will carry New Mexico at the
Two protests, one to Francisco I. ball game will begin at the base"
point William B. Stapp of Raton, oelrk today until Monday, Judge Wilms an- see you understand," which of course.
first election."
:
Madero, Ja., and today to President ball Vpark, where horse races unit
I did not, but by smiling it made him
of the fourth Judicial district to suc- nouncing that he had not the
The Washington Times carried the de la Barra, against the removal of the other oports will also
to think so. That's the
time
take place. Be
conversation
only
become
ceed John Joerns, who will,
above yesterday but the friends of men now in office have been sent.
UNKNOWN
examine the authorities cited.'".
ginning at 3:30 p. m. there will be the
I remember of having had With RooseNew Mexico are not Inclined to be
traveling auditor of the territory sucInsurrecto sympathizers say they usual sports, burro, sack and Indian
velt in many years.
lieve that the Times has any tnforma will take up arms if removals are made races at
ceeding Charles V. Safford on July 1.
SUPREME COURT ORDERS
thejjPlaza for those who do
"Do you have any doubt that Mr.
Another Horse Deal.
,
tion they do not have, and they say ad- Saturday, as
ordered, and the feeling not go to tbebaseball park. At the
TOBACCO TRUST DISSOLVED. Roosevelt was a sincere opponent-o- f
This Month, Thus Far, 165 mission will have to be at this session, in Juarez is tense.
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same time, there will be a band con
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a
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false
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pretenses
getting
says that by a little delay and X
$ ter, two datfft one in the Armory by
from Jose La Cruz Barela. The mat- today issued an order to the attorney question," said Mr. Earle.
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Lawn Festival to be giv- - X the
The
Alliance, and
to
him
instruct
the
general, directing
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ter was settled .out of court
TWINS dict that there will be no minority X en
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clude the day's festivities.
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To Cap the Climax Three Cats age by the Senate when the
This is in brief the outline of a
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ings
the
Jewish
secretary
maternity hospital
X tides. Mrs. James Selieman of
snouia . be enforced. This ap- - X R. M. O. Brown, IT. S. N., a hero of that five physicians, six. nurses and the Chamizal question.
Applied for Admission.
He Was Assistant Superintendent pf
piles especially to owners of X Samoa and grand daughter of former the hospital superintendent, have had
J. M.' Nagel concluding his business X the fruit punch, Mrs. Wilson of
' The Providence Mines and ReducX tea, coffee, sandwiches and
Schools and Originator of
unimproved property In thick- - X United States Senator Henry Qasaa-wa- to give up their rooms to accommo returned home to Santa Fe.
tion Company of Rhode Island has
X cakes, Mrs. Palen of ice cream, '
Davis, was married at noon today date the newcomers.
ly settled portions of the city. X
Longan System.
applied for admission to do business
Some of this unimproved prop- - X to Lieutenant Chester P. Barnett of
X sherbet and cake. Young ladies
in New Mexico, naming Henry Bol!
Since June Jst, 165 babies nave HOT WEATHER RECORDS
Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
(By
erty is thick ; with noxious X the third artillery, U. 8. A4 and sta- been ' born,
Brown of Socorro, as statutory agent
8MA8HED IN 8IOUX CITY. X will assist at each table. The
KansaB City, June 29. George B.
including 12 sets ' of
X hours are from three to six.;!
and Socorro as the place of business X w;eeds In which breed ffcleg, 'x tioned at San Antonio, Tex.
twins. One set weighed nine pounds
Longan, assistant superintendent of
in New Mexico. The company is in- X mosquitoes and disease germs. X The wedding .ceremony was Mid in each. The doctors and nurses are (By Special Leased Wire 10 New Mexican X The members on the Guild hope
schools in this city, and originator of
corporated at $75,000 and the Ineor- - JS The: health and appearance of X toe Hall of Graceland, the residence sleeping under tents on the root of Sioux City, June 29. All hot weath- X to see all their friends, gentle-the Longan system of primary numer records for the season were smash- X men as well as ladies, at some
poratprs are Henry Rolf Brown, Alma X the city require the keeping X of former Senator Davis. - ,
the hospital.
bers, widely used in the teaching of
X down of the weeds. .
x The young couple will make their And the three hospital cats are the ed today when the temperature reach- X time during the afternoon.
mthematics throughout the country,
101.
(Continued on Page Five.)
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX' borne at Saa Antonio.
ed
mothers of fourteen kittens.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX died at his home here today, aged 63.

Governor

Mills

XXXXXXXXXXX
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AGE TWO

A SPLENDID TONIfc.
Cora, Ky. Mrs. Iva Moore, of this
place, says: "I was so weak, I could
hardly walk. I tried Cardul, and was

The Little Store

greatly relieved. It is a splendid tonic. I have recommended Cardui to
many friends, who tried it with good
results." Testimony like this comes
unsolicited, from thousands of earnest
women, who have been benefited by
the timely use of that successful tonic
medicine, Cardul. Purely vegetable,
miid, but reliable, Cardui well merits
its high place in the esteem of those
who have tried it. It relieves women's pains, and strengthens weak
women. It is certainly worth a trial.
Your druggist sells Cardui.

DENVER BREAD

"The Best

Know In Every Loaf"

I

TRY IT

$

Santa Fe.

LADIES' AND MEN'S UNDERWEAR

The highest point of woman's hapseveral
Martinez, who
months ago broke out of the Berna- piness is reached only through mothlillo county jail at Albuquerque, was erhood, in the clasping of her child
arrested yesterday at his old home within her arms. Yet the mother-to-b- e
is often fearful of nature's ordeal
to which he returned from Arizona.
He will now have to serve out his six and shrinks from the suffering incident to its consummation. But for
months' term.

MUNSING UNION SUITS

nature's ills and discomforts nature

provides remedies, and in Mother's
Friend is to be found a medicine of
great value to every expectant mother.
It is an oily emulsion for external
application, composed of ingredients
which act with beneficial and sooth
ing effect on those portions of the

a hall,
:35 j Pastime In Georgia Two negroes
Take a seat 'mid the speakers and were lynched in Georgia yesterday,
chat with them all.
one, Tom Allen, because it was al- "Is this Murphy?" I ask, "that the egei that he had attacked a woman
crowd he defies?"
several weeks ago, and the other, Jo- "No," says someone, "he's one of the seph Watts, was lynched by the same
mob 12 hours later, because he looked
newspaper guys.'"

prepare the system for the crisis, and
thus relieve, in great part, the suffering through which the mother usually
passes. The regular use of Mother's
Friend will repay any mother in the
comfort it affords before, and the help
ful restoration to health and strength
it brings about after baby comes,
luoiner s menu
is for sale at

i

j

Southern Corner Plaza,

suspicious.

No. 40.
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111

H
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I see a man pushing his way through
the line
Boys Killed By Gasoline Fumes.
drug stores.
Of the cops where a fire brightly
ALL CASH PURCHASES,
TICKETS WITH
Theodore Eisler, eight years, was Write for our
REGISTER
WE GIVE
glimmers and Ehines.
found dead from inhaling gasoline free book for
"Chief Kenlonr I ask, but a fireman fumes, at Kansas City, and his ten exoectant moth
replies,
year old brother Robert was uncon- ers which contains much valuable
"Oh, no, why that's one of those news- scious and may die. The boys had information, and many suggestions
paper guys."
removed the metallic caps from gaso- of a helpful nature.
BRADF1ELD REGULATOR CO., Atlanta, Go.
line cans.
I see a man start on the trail of a
crook,
Judge Wright Will Hear Mandamus NEW SUPERINTENDENT
And he scorns all assistance and Case
AT MADRID MINES.
Judge E. R. Wright will hear
brings him to book.
mandamus against the
for
the
a home talent play
and
dance
A
petition
big
EXTRA FINE IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
Mr. Burns?" I inquired. Someone
mayor and city council of Roswell by were given by the people of Madrid,
scornfully cries
those who desire commission govern- southern Santa Fe county , Saturday
FRESH EVERY DAY BREAD PIES CREAM PUFFS CAKES Burns?
Naw. He's just one of them ment because
it is hoped under it to night in honor of retiring suDerintenil- newspaper guys.'"
reopen the saloons. Earl C. Iden will ent J. O. Holen, who will go to Mexi
take the testimony. The hearing will co to take up similar wore. He will
1 see a man walk through the door of
be succeeded as superintendent by Mr.
begin July 3.
a show
Murphy who is a well known old
Where great throngs are blocked by
timer at Madrid, having been in the
Octogenarian Skips Rope.
the sign S. R. O.
Miss Sue Voor-hee- s employ of the company years ago. In
"Is this Goodwin himself, that no tick
PHONE 191 BLACK
New York, celebrated token of appreciation of his service the
of
Ithaca,
et he buys?"
this week by skipping the retiring superintendent was given a
"Well, hardly. He's one of those her birthday
rope 21 times without stopping. She handsome present. Everything prom
newspaper guys.'"
ascribes her agility and good health to ises well for a busy year at Madrid as
to give
I see a man knock on a president s abstention from instoxicants and cof- the management proposes
fee and her habit of living and sleep- work to every miner who comes along
and the outlook is correspondingly
When
dry spell comes And the slgn No admlttance COm- - ing out of doors.
bright
ignore.
need
pleteiy
summer you will
Minister's Wife Is Scrubbing.
"Is this Morgan, that privacy's right
Mrs. Elizabeth Bayliss, wife of Rev.
a gasoline engine to
he denies?"
STOCKHOLDERS MEETING.
VOUi DUmP and Save your "Morgan? Shucks! It's just one of Edgar E. Bayliss, a prominent minis
The regular annual meeting of the
.
ter of Somerville, Mass., has been stockholders of the New Mexican
I
-.
w r nen J
tt. o
forced to become a scrub woman to Printing Company will be held at the
inese en- crops
Ana some aay m want Dy tne great support herself while her husband is office of the company in the city of
rt
i
w
gtreets of gold
serving a three months' jail sentence Santa Fe at 7:30 o'clock p. m. on Mongines are not pumping iney can
And see a man enter unquestioned and for libeling Mayor John Woods by as
Will
run
Cheaper
and
machine
day, July 10th, 1911. All stockholders
Other
anV
"
bold.
.
will take notice and govern themserting that Woods had been drunk.
"a saint" I'll inquire, and old Peter'll
selves accordingly.
running. Ita by hand power. information and
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
mnlptp '
price "Well,replyI should say not; he's a news AmaliaKilled Gay Lothario.20
1U.T
I VM bail hovo
Saglimbe, aged
years,
Secretary.
paper guy."
on an outfit suitable for your work by applying
shot and killed her lover Antonio Fier-rSanta Fe, N. M., June 26, 1911.
at New York, when she found that
to the agent.
he had already had a wife. Fierro
of Ohio, City of Toledo,
had taken the girl to his home and State
FRANK F. GORMLEY,
Lucas county. ss.
MOUND THE STATE
introduced his wife to her as a serv
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
ant of the household. Two bystandPhone Black 6619
Santa Fe, N. M.
senior partner of the firm of F. J.
is
ers were seriously wounded.
Cheney & Co., doing business in the
Arrested for Burglary Castillo Cor
City of Toledo, County and State aforeral was arrested at El Paso for
Right to Get Drunk.
said, and that said firm will pay the
Loomis
larizing a warehouse.
Massachu
of
Lynn,
Judge
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for
setts, has ruled that a man has a per- esxh and every case of Catarrh that
Thrown From Horse and Killed.
fect right to get drunk on his birthAlbert Kraus was thrown from his day. James S. Kelley was arrested for cannot be cured by the use of Hall's
Catarrh Cure.
and
(horse at 'Carlsbad, Eddy county,
drunk
but
he showed
being
FRANK J. CHENEY,
I
died from his injuries.
was
57th
birth
that he
celebrating his
Sworn to before me and subscribed
day anniversary and the police records
Priest Found Dead Rev. Timothy showed that he never was drunk ex-- : in my presence, this 6th day of Decem
of
Fort cept when celebrating his birth ber, A. D. 1886.
Sullivan, a Catholic priest
A. W. GLEASON,
Dodge. Iowa, was found dead in an day. The judge ordered him
Notary Public.
(Seal)
at
in
tub
hotel
a
bath
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
overflowing
Kail's Catarrh Cure is taken intern
New
York.
Place,
ally and acts directly on the blood and
All kinds of flowers, f arden & field seeds in bulk and package
4LFALFA SEED.
Took Poison by Mistake A Span mucous surfaces of the system. Send
Storm Scared Taft A deluge of hail
servant in the family of for testimonials free.
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
and rain and a wind of 60 miles an A. Borders at Albuquerque yesterday
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
hour while the thermometer indicated took two bichloride of mercury tablets.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
103 in the shade, drove President Taft
Take Hall's Family Pills for constithinking they were medicine good for
yesterday from the golf links at Chevy the stomach. Despite her suffering she pation.
D. C.
worked on, complaining only of a
Phone Black I ChaBe' Washington,
Phone Black
A W
headache, and but for rigid cross ex
Murdered by Step Mother Four amination would have died before med- Helen Rumbel was pun cal help could be summoned. She will
ished by her step mother at Los An recover.
AGENT HUBB8 LAUNDRY.
,
geles, Califprnia, for refusing to milk
Phone
us, we will be glad to call for
the cows. An hour afterward she was
Clubs Restrain Boozefightera.
laundry on Mondays and Tuesyour
found dead from the wounds inflicted,
The swell clubs of Pittsburg, Pa., days and deliver on Thursdays and
announced that they will close Fridays.
have
Stolen Horses Recovered The nine
All work is guaranteed; your socks
teen horses stolen from Lon and Will their bars at 1 a. m. henceforth, be
mended and buttons sewed en
are
I
wives
cause
of
of
the complaint
many
ten months. They have hundreds of Crow and Ben Baker and John Few- Chickering Bros.
in New Mexico son, east of Roswell, have been locat- and mothers that their husbands and your shirts without extra charge.
customers
satisfied
Bush and Lane.
and Arizona.
led in Texas and three suspects shave sons came home drunk and too late at PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
Co.
A letter, a telegram or a teiepnone i been arrested.
night Superintendent of Police Mc- Schiller.
to them regarding pianos, prices and
Quaide compelled the clubs to post
Victor
terms will prove to prospective piano) Youth Killed By Lightning Jara- - this notice, i
Blind Boy Leads Classes.
buyers that the firm of Learnard-LIn- mlUo iuDera a young ranchman, was
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
Benjamin Applcello, a blind boy, is
Milton and the World Famous Cecil Ian deman Co. will meet every customer kmed by lightning while irrigating on
Interior Player Pianos, and many more tnan nan way in mnmng
tne rancn 0f county Assessor Max the leader in his class of ninety pu- La Salle Restaurant
other makes,
near Las paiomas, Sierra pils in public school No. 110 in Newpurchase of a piano a simple nd
I
York, and is determined to become a
This firm has purchased over
isfactory ousiness transaction, not
county.
CHAS. GAMN, Prop.
lawyer. He will enter the DeWitt
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty,
Telephone 11.
next
school
The
Clinton high
year.
Exploded Torpedo With Usual Result,
LEARNARD-LINDEMANCO.
N
Two
97.
Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
He
average in all his studies was
Henry Boyd, aged 6 years, will lose was born in Italy and when he came
Regular Meals 25 Cents
The Square Music Dealers :: Albuquerque, N. M. :: Established 1900
the sight of his left eye from injuries to this
country, seven years old, could
Short Order at all Hours
sustained from exploding a torpedo not
SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
a word of English. Two
speak
found
at Stanley, southern Santa
he
BOARD
BY
THE WEEK 5.00
blind
and
for
years later he became
Fe county.
Preach Noodle Order 20c. a dish
five years attended no school.
New York Chop Suey SOc.
Big Real Estate Deal.
A
California
Druggist
Leading
sold
D.
ranch
has
the
Hand
J.
Clyde
Pasadena, Calif.. March 9, 1911.
near Watrous, Mora county, to J. R.
Gentlemen: We
Foley and Co.,
Hill and J. O. Pratt of Giulfort, Misss.,
and C. R. Ellery of Biloxi, Miss., for have sold and recomended Foley's
The tract contains 5,000 Honey and Tar Compound for years.
$100,000.
We believe It to be one of the most
acres and is to be colonized.
efficient expectoronts on the market.
Lumber and ajl kiyfls
Awful Hot at Roswell It was 101 Containing ro opiates or narcotics it
A Lump, nut and
For Best Laundry Work
mine run coal
degrees in the shade at Roswell on enn be given fr Ply to children.
of building material
to
be
can
of
taken
on
the
102
remedy
and
Enough
Sunday
Saturday
degrees
according to the V. S. Weather Bur- relieve a cold, as It has no nauseat- BacUet leaves Monday and Tuesday
YARD ON EICKOX STREET, NEAR
interfere
eau. However, 107 degrees in the ing remii.s and docs-rio- t
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
"urns Thursday and Friday.
shade is still the Roswell record thus with dlirestlon. Yours very truly, C.
H. Ward Drug company. C. L. Parsons
far. V AT O. K. BARBER SHOP.
Phone Red 100
Phone Red 100
Get the originsl
Secy, and TreflS."
"'Kit. F. Ok BROWN, AGENT
Bitten to Death by Rattlesnakes.
Foley's Honey end Tar Compound in
Aed No. SS Phone Red No. M
Estimates Cheerfully Furnished
For sale by all
At Punxstutawney, Pennsylvania, the yellow package.
'James Stoner was found bitten to druggists.
r, .:;
Telephone

1903.
Incnrnnraled
- r

mk
Fdahlkhprf iwvn
xHiwvuuuvw

Jail Breaker Arrested.

George

Fight Against Red Light Judge Ira
A. Abbott will sustain the demurrer
of the city of Albuquerque against the
petition for an injunction by Kittie
Ritter who is fighting the recent order of the city authorities that the Red
Light district must be banished.

ONLY A NEWSPAPER GUY.
(New York Globe.)
I see a man strut through the jam in

INT

death by rattlesnakes which for five
years he had kept on a footbridge near
his house to prevent his wife from
leaving the farm.

A

1911- -

i

6 Loaves of Bread for 25c

Please and satisfy everybody I Buy them now
will like them. Keep cool in Munsing Wear !

!

You

K
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MEN'S AND BOYS' B. V. D.'S PORUS KNIT UNDERWEAR.
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SELIGMAN BROS. CO.,
P. O. Box, 219.

:

:

Phone 36

:

:

:

:

NAPOLEON

LOUIS

Groceries and Delicatessen

Eighty-one-year-ol- d

the

this

run

w

w
it

than

bvrfw

o

J

v

RETAIL

&

WHOLESALE

COME TO SEE US AND WE WILL SHOW YOU MANY CAMP
NECESSITIES.
j
HAVE YOU A STRONG KNIFE, A POCKET AXE OR WATERPROOF MATCHBOX?
BUY YOUR OWN GUN AND THINGS; DON'T BORROW.
OUR LINE OF OUTING HARDWARE WILL MAKE YOU HAVE
A BULYY FINE TIME.

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

Phone

Wa-verl-

LEO HERSCH

45

Hardware We Have

AM?RrAiL

It

Phone 14

Wood

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, ' Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

S2SV7SSK-.;"-Telephone

-

Learnard-Llndeman-

If It

Screened l&os Lump

PIANOS

PIAN05

14.

oat

W.H.KERR

teen-year-ol- d

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85

85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

n

Jesse-Frenc-

rnn CUE
rUR JALC

Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Randes; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesvqoe at a Bargain.

r

Modern Residences for Rent.

103

RM. JONES.

Palace Ave.

I

LIVERY STABLE

J. CRICHTON

R.

LUMBER cVCOAL YARD

Imperial Laundry

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surrles, Saddle Horses.

T

C&L 'Phone

When in .Need of Anvlliing
in the LIVERY LIN.
Drivers furnished.

9

"f

CHAS. CLOSSON

,

Don Qaspar Ave.

:

r

-

Zook's Pharmacy

Phone

7

It is not merely a question of GETTING YOUR MONEY.
trade is what we want.

4i

4

A

AA

A A A A AAA J

fr
v

.

4

Your

V

dMK

A

A

ARE
a

NOT
A
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CUSTOMER" HERE,
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BE.
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YOU
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SHOULD

Zook's Pharmacy

Pho n e
213

--

IF YOU
4- -

1

We offer you only the HIGHEST CLA55 OP OOODS whether it be seriously
The quality we uphold. Wt use
needed DRUGS OR FANCY TOILET ARTICLES.
the most careful methods in catering to your pleasure to make every deal a atlfac-toryen- e.
: : : : :
ANY. DRUa OR MEDICINE YOU OET HERE 15 RIGHT.

213

,

?

WITH US

4

4

AA A A A A A

A AAA AAA A A AAAA A A A A A A A A A AAA AAA

THURSDAY,

UOOD'YS HACK LINE
fff-'r--

CERTAIN RESULTS
Many a 8anta Fe Citizen Knows How
8urs They Are.

From

-- .

,

JUNE 29, 1911.

BARRANCA TO TAOS
'Meet Both North South
Bounds Trains.

IMIES

otr

FARE

$5.00

MANY

016

i

the work
Nothing uncertain
of Doan's Kidney Pills In Santa Fe.
There is plenty of positive proof of
this In the testimony of citizens. Such
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of evidence should convince the most
the north bound train and arrives at skeptical doubter. Read the following
TaoB at 1 p. m.
statement:
Ten miles shorter than any
Mrs. Desederla J. de quintans, Colwar. Good covered hack and good lege St., Santa Fe, N. M., says: "Several years ago 1 used Doan's Kidney
team.
7b.la.ar icm to
Fas Pills and I was cured of a bad attack
of kidney complaint. At that time a
ja.gr Cam;orttl:l.
statement appeared in the local papers, telling of my experience and I
now take pleasure In confirming all
that was then said In favor of Doan's
We Have Built Up
Kidney Pills. I bad pains in my back
that made it difficult for me to stoop
an there were othev troubles which
plainly showed that my kidneys were
at fault Soon after I began taking
Doan's Kidney Pills, improvement
was noticeable and tho contents of
two boxes restored my kidneys to
their normal condition and removed
the pain from my back. I am glad to
say that during the time that has
since passed, my cure has been permanent."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
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During War With Spain They Complete Physical Exami
nation Has Become NecesScored But Few Hits
in Reality
sity In Education
BUT NEAR

PERFECTION

NOW

EXPENSIVE TO NEGLECT

WORK

Has Been Greatly There Should Be Uniform Basis
and Harmony of AdmiIncreased During the Past
nistration
Few Years.

Efficiency

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, June 29. From that day
at Santiago when the American fleet
destroyed the" battleships of Spain, the
nation has taken growing interest and
pride in its new navy. "At the close
of the Spanish War." writes Lieutenant Commander Walter B. Tardy, V. S.
N., in the current issue of the En
gineering Magazine, "the press and the
people were satisfied with their navy.
It had been successful, and thus efwas taken for granted. But
center
Co., Buffalo, ficiency
when stock was eventually taken, the
New York, sole agents for the United
small percentage of hits made became
,
States.
and naval officers realized that
WE HANDLE LUMBER
known,
Remember the name Doan's and
In large quantities and nave
must be done to justify the
something
no other.
modern facility for furnishing the take
public confidence."
very best rough or dressed
The result of that realization Is what
If you want anything on earth Try Lieutenant Commander Tardy emLumber
want
ad.
of every description. We are thus a New Mexican
bodies In his paper on scientific manenabled to make the very best prices
agement and efficiency In the United
tor Lumber of such high grade
Foley Kidney Pills contain Just the States navy. "It is not uncommon to
V7e will be pleased to figure on yonr
ingredients necessary to regulate an! human experience," he observes, "for
contracts.
strengthen the action of the kidneys different experimenters working at
and bladder. Try them yourself For similar problems Independently and
sale by all druggists.
without any knoledge of one another's efforts, to arrive Independently
and simultaneously at the same dis
coveries. Something like this has hap
pened in the case of the navy and
civil establishments; for only since
the technical and popular press took
(Old Sparks Ranch)
up the general discussion of scientific
Foster-Milbur-

DEFECTIVES

n

:

Charles W. Dudrow

THE VAUGHAN RANCH

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Los Angeles, Cal., June 29. "A sur
vey of the available statistics shows
that there are very few cities in the
United States giving complete phy
sical examinations to school children,
or even sufficiently complete as to be
of any assistance to the tearhers in
directing the activities of the child
beyond the examination for sight and
hearing defects." , Such was the dec
laration of Dr. Everitt C. Beach, of
Los Angeles, one of the speakers to
day at the section on preventative
medicine of the American Medical Association which is holding its convention here.
In his report Dr.
Beach, among other things said:

"Physical examinations are con
ducted for the purpose of detecting
variations from the normal that in
terfere with the mental and physical
of
health, growth, and development
the child.
We recognize that we are
dealing with organisms subjected to
the abnormal conditions of school
lire, tnat ttiese organisms, are con
stantly changing and
apparently
insignificant variations may lead us
in a short time to such gross defects
that their correction is difficult or im
possible; and that normal educative
process is possible only where the
physical and mental conditions of the
child do not vary too widely from esas
taDiisned standards
recognized
the normal. Evidence at hand shows
that large numbers of defects are
present in every school. The detec
tion of these variations can be accom
plished only by careful examination.
'A careful comparison of results
obtained by the boards of health and
the City Boards of Education shows
that the greatest benefits are obtain
ed where the preliminary examina
tions are made in the grammar
school by the teachers.
There are a
number of factors with their closely
allied Interests which demand con
sideration before presenting specific
recomendation of methods. They are
the Board of Health, the Board of
Education, the parents, the family
physician, the teacher, the pupil and
the school physician and their rela
tions to one another. All of these and
their likes and beliefs are to be
reckoned with and reconciled.
'The expense necessary In estab
lishing a thorough system of examinations has been a serious object
ion. A careful study, however, shows
it even more expensive to neglect
this work. In view ot the tacts re
vealed by a study of present con
ditions, it is felt that a simple, efficient and uniform standard, of meth
ods is desirable. It is recommended
that each child be given a physical
examination each year and that the
examination be sufficiently thorough
to detect defects that interfere or are
likely to interfere with the health.
of the
growth and development
A careful record of the pre
child.
liminary and the supplementary examinations should be kept."

-
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Cement.
The statistics of cement production
in 1910, as reported by Ernest
F.
Burchard, of the United States Geological Survey, indicate that the cement industry ranks within the first
eiglit extractive industries
in the
United States, the value of the ce
ment produced being exceeded only
by the value of the coal, pig iron, pe
troleum and gas, clay products, cop
per, gold, and stone.
The total quantity of Portland, natu
ral, and puzzolan cements produced
during 1910 was 76.934,675
barrels,
valued at $68,052,771.
This was an
increase of 10,244,960 barrels or 15.3
per cent in quantity, and of $14,442,- 208, or 26.9 per cent, in value, over
the figures for 1909. The increase in
quantity is one of the largest ever re
corded, and the fact that the increase
in value was proportionately higher
indicates that trade conditions were
slightly more satisfactory than dur
ing 1909.
Portland cement constituted the
main item in this output, the total for
the year being 75,699.485 barrels, valued at $67,506,479.
This quantity is
equivalent to 12,841,430 long tons, valued at $5.26 a ton. It approximates 47
per cent of the quantity of pig iron
produced in 1910. The average price
per barrel in 1910, according to the
figures reported to the survey, was a
trine less than 89.2 cents. This represents the value of the cement in
bulk at the mills, Including the labor
cost of packing but not the value of
the sacks or barrels. The prices rang
ed generally between 72.7 cents a bar
rel in the Lehigh district and $1.38
on the Pacific coast. While the aver
age price for the whole country increased from 81.3 cents in 1909 to
nearly 89.2 cents in 1910, with correin the eastern,
sponding Increases
central, southern, and western districts, the average price in the Pacif
ic coast states dropped from $1.52 to;
. .
.
a, on a- aecrease
j
oi j 4 cents a bari.us,
rel, due, no doubt, to the advent of
new mills in California,
the Rocky
Mountain states, and western Texas,
and to the increased capacity of other
plants supplying the coast territory,
where attractive prices have hitherto
prevailed.
The number of producing plants increased from 10S in 1909, to 110 in
1910, but the total number of rotary
kilns in operation
decreased from
930 to 900. The figures indicate, how
ever, that the proportion of large
kilns is increasing, 471 kilns 100 feet
or more in length being reported in
.

management, have naval officers be
gun to realize that their management
was of the kind now so strenuously adBest of Food
Best of Beds
vocated for industrial pursuits of all
Cold Pure Spring Water
sorts."
No Invalids
'This efficiency may be divided In
$15 a Week
to three parts efficiency of the gun
Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Qhost, Willow and Bear Creeks
crew; efficiency of the fighting unit,
or the ship; and efficiency of the fight
Glorieta
Pecos
Write
Telegraph
ing division or fleet. For It is with
fighting efficiency that a fighting machine, such as a navy is intended to
be, is first concerned. But the effort
for efficiency has not been bounded by
New Mexico
1910.
fighting drill. Important economies
The Portland cement plants In the
have been won in engine practice; the
east, including plants in Pennsylvaaim
to
make
has
been
engineering
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
nia, Xew Jersey, New York, and Mascount equally with gunnery in de"The West Point of the Southwest"
sachusetts, produced 33i306,560 bar
termining the final ship efficiency. CeRanked bys United States War Derels in 1910, at an average price of
in
the
in
and
economy
lerity
coaling,
75 cents a barrel;
The plants in
partment as "Distinguished
stoke hold and engine mean that a giv
the Central states Ohio, Indiana
tlon." Army officers detailed by War
en ship, run to the fun of her capacity,
Michigan, Illinois, Iowa and Missouri
Department.
is able to steam1 just so much farther,
produced 22,617,009 barrels,, at 91
Through Academic course, prepar- a
to
much
so
wider
attain
cruising
just
cents. The plants in Kansas, Colo
tng young men for college or business
a
to
in
clear from port
hurry
radius,
rado, South Dakota, Utah, Arizona,
life. Great amount of open air work.
and Montana, included under "Westjust so much quicker, to show Just so
Healthiest location of any Military
much more speed In a desperate pinch,
ern States," produced 7,672,369 bar
School in the Union. Located in the
than the same ship of her sister when
rels at $1.03. The Pacific coast plants
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
in California and Washington, proslackly officered.
of the West at an elevation of 3700
duced 6,385,588 barrels, at $1.38. The
Counting engineering equally with
feet above sea level, sunshine every
plants in the South, located in Mary
gunnery in determining tne final perday, but little rain or snow during the
land, Virginia, West Virginia, Kento
work
since
of
formance
any
ship
season.
;
tucky, Tennessee, Georgia, Alabama.
her guns on the enemy her engines
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
Oklahoma and Texas, produced 5,717,- must) first carry her into and keep her
all graduates from standard eastern
959 barrels at 94 cents.
in range the navy set Itself this
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.
Asbestos.
Rules
as
embodied
in
the
standard,
modern
and
furnished, heated, lighted
Fibrous structure is one of the most
for
and
Battle
1911,
quoted
Practice,
In all respects.
useful properties of matter, and maby Lieutenant Tardy: "The measure
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
terial possessing it was employed by
of the battle efficiency of any vessel Is
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
man m his earliest steps toward
to
deliver
her
the
greatest
ability
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
civilization in making parts of his
number of hits in the shortest possible
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
weapons of defense as well as his
time after the enemy is sighted, and
and W. A. FINLEY.
and habitation. He used both
apparel
with the least expenditure of coal."
For particulars and illustrated caanimal and vegetable fibers, and their
Your
exeprrenee
Neighbor's
In this direction let us see what has
talogues address:
utilization today forms the basis of
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
been done. "The Texas," writes Com- How you may profit by it. Take FoU-many of the most important indusMrs. E. G. Whiting, tries of mankind. But
mander Tardy, "was one of the Ameri Kidney Pills.
Superintendent
these organic
can ships In the battle of Santiago. 360 Willow street, Ackrcn, O., says: fibers are easily destroyed; they are
a
had
serious
some
I
time
very
For
Less than three per cent of all the
ephemeral.
shells fired in this battle by the Ameri case of kidney trouble and I suffered
The United States Geological Sur
can fleet hit the enemy. There is no with backaches and dizzy headaches. vey has just published an advance
had specks floating before my eyes chapter from "Contributions to Ecorecord that a single twelve inch, or
The and I felt all tired out and miserable. nomic Geology, 1910," on the importthirteen Inch shell took effect
saw Foley Kidney Pills advertised ant asbestos deposits in the United
ranges were less than 3,000 yards. Re
cently the New Hampshire used the and got a bottle and took taem ac States,' by J. S. Diller. According to
old Texas as a target She fired at cording to directions and results Mr. Diller, asbestos is one of the most
ranges of from 10,000 to 11,500 yards showed almost at once. The pain and important minerals to human welfare.
and
landed whole salvoes on the Texas dizzy headaches .left me, my eyesight The discovery of a mineral fiber in
Successor to B. P. Williams
became clear and today I can say I asbelstos, whi,ch is ordinarily inder
whenever she wished.
Recently the Michigan, an all big am a well woman, thanks to Foley structible, belongs to a comparatively
gun ship, made 22 twelve men. hits Kidney Pills. For sale by all drug- late period of civilization, although
asbestos was used In the ancient pyre
at ranges of 10,000 yards while steam- gists.
to preserve the royal ashes. Charleing at fifteen knots, the target being
magne is said to have had a table
only 60 feet long by 30 feet high. She
fired 48 twelve Inch shels. Her per- man gave promise of being able to do cloth made of asbestos and used to
clean it by throwing it Into the fire
I have purchased the entire stock of horses & equipment
formerly
centage of hits therefore was about 45. well the thing for which he was se to consume
the dirt, thus illustrating
two
shots lected, a course of thorough,, detailed
The rate of firing was about
owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
in a
the
minute per gun. This in a moder-- instructions and drill was given to most spectacular manner one of minper
of this
CLASS LIVERY where we will be readv at all times of dav or nirht
important
properties
man
was
sea
the
while
did
each
the
when
him.
sea,
erately rough
Finally,
eral.
and every thing required of 'him with
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want. I will $ smooth at the battle of Santiago."
The best grade of asbestos is beau
These and other similar results re accuracy and confidence, there began tiful
silky fiber with a high degree
endavor to five prompt and efficient service and trust to merit
cently Induced the secretary of the a process of systematically increasing of flexibility, ' elasticity, and tensile
'
was
an
address
timed
motion
delivered
in
to'
Each
by
the
our patronage.
say
:
navy
:
::
::
speed.
strength. It can be spun into thread
before the New York Economic Club: the stop watch, records ot time were so fine as to run 225 yards to the
Scientific management experts who kept, and the man began to feel like a ounce, and as it is incombustible as
AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST
saw the recent battle practice tell me sprinter.
well as a nonconductor of heat and
When all turret and gun crews elasticity and resistant
that, the battleship Is the finest ex
'the action
1
each
hibition of scientific management they have been thoroughly trained,
Phone 139 Red
of most ordinary acids its field of ap
Santa Fe, N.M
man as as a unit, and each crew as plication is large. The possibilities
have ever seen."
Lieutenant Tardy tells how this ef- a team, so that each human element of the usefulness of asbestos are far
!'
has in reality become a perfect fitting from being fully appreciated not only
ficiency was developed.
'lEvery officer in charge of any part cog in a gear train, the ship Is ready by the general public but by manu
of a ship's battery," he writes, "was for elementary target practice. Prizes, facturers in search of material for
for the individual ship and for special purposes to which asbestos
frequired to improvise the equipment Mxrth
it
.
P
ao
and develop the best method of train IT.me navy are oiierea
ior iu tuei guii may well be applied.
score
After of each calibre. If the
made by
Perhaps the most general use is to
ing within his capacity.
(EAST,,,
each had formulated and trled out a gun is exceptionally high, every man make fireproof cloth for theater cur
SANTA FE, N. M,
tentatively a drill they came together, in the crew is furnished by the De tains. In Germany it is used for fire
each accepting whatever was best in partment with a letter E, to be worn men's clothing. Everywhere In cold
the other's drill. The interchange of on his sleeve for the year. This is countries it Is extensively employed
- - $50.35
to one ship, corresponds in the navy to the H or for furnace, boiler, and pipe covering
$64.95 ideas was hot restricted
Buffalo,but after each ship had developed her the Y won by a Harvard or Yale crew to prevent the loss of heat. Asbes
tos is a good insulator and whether
of drill and training, the or football team.
44.35
steam or
21.10 methods
is used for powLouis,
Denver,
officers of all the ships, by frequent
Having trained the individual, de er asbestoselectricity
is one of the most im
d
conferences and by studying methods veloped the individual gun crew,
the mechanician!, and ' learned portant elements in the harness.
throughout tne fleet,
76.35
The asbestos of commerce includes
New
18.15 of practice
all that was good into the first front the results of elementary pracexperimental, approximate drill regu tice what results to epect under favorand instructions lor our new able conditions from individual firing,
- - 75.95
16.35 lations
ships. All guns and ships were put on it became necessary to train for battle
I Intonated
should know
a competitive basis. The result to be efficiency. To this end, both turret
uum uaudwonaormi
same
the
stated:
was
'The
were
at
fired
achieved
instant;
definitely
guns
TO MANY OTHER PRINCIPAL POINTS IN
I
(MARVELWhirlingSi
I DAW YftfflBul
LOW RATES THE UNITED STATES. CANADA and MEXICO hits per gun per minute ;
then methods of control were .perfectBeet Aion convert
lent ll cieAuee
V
"Now, with this approximate, stand- ed and all guns of battle ratage on the
'
ardised drill, it became necessary for Ship were fired in salvo (or all at
- OVER PRIVILEGES.
, LIBERAL LIMITS AND STOP
hsl eUUlOt MiBBlT
the battery officers to train their gun once). This perfected the use ot a
MAR TII Accept pa
crews Individually and i collectively. ship as a unit The final step was to AthM
hut And stsirni for
For further particulars, see any Santa Fe Agent.
II fftVM 1
to his control a division so that all the guns UlMtrftted
Each man was studied .both
IV S. LUTZ, Agent,
SANTA FE, N. U mental ' and physical fitness, if the of four ships could be used at a unit"
'
Jf
' i
. '
'
.
v
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Unexpected
Guests
The farmer and his wife were about to sit down to a
cold supper when they saw some old friends driving
towards the house.
The good wife was equal to the occasion
her New Perfection Oil

thanks to

Cook-stov- e.

She had it lit in a moment, and her guests hardly were seated
on the porch before a hearty hot meal was ready for the table
sausages and eggs and long rashers of streaky bacon, and rolls just
crisped in the oven and fresh coffee and the hostess herself as cool
and neat as if she had not been near the kitchen.
She never could have managed it with an
range.
The New Perfection is the quickest, most convenient and best cooker
lL

I.

WctfVercciiQii
nJaiUlUlJII u
m

Mde with I. 2 and 3 burners, with
long, turquoise bhie anamelrd chimney.
Handsomely finished tkrouflttout.
The
2- - and 3 burner
stoveacan br had with or
without a cabinet top. which h filled with
towel rack, etc.
drop
Dealer everywhere : or write for de
crtptive circular lo the Dearest ageocy
of the

the!,

Continental Oil Company
(Incorporated)

fibrous minerals of several species, about an inch in length, is common
but all may be included under am e in the eastern provinces of Canada
and serpentine. Fibrous amphi-bol- e but has not yet been produced In the
Is properly called asbestos, fib- United States. It is worth about $275
rous serpentine is chrysotile, and the a ton. The lower grades, ranging
from $100 down to less than $10 a
especially fine silky form of both
and serpentine is known as ton, are much the more abundant In
amianthus, but in the trade all are all asbestos fields.
included under the general term as
Slip fiber occurs along slipping
bestos.
planes or faults and shows the direcLike auriferous quartz and the ores tion of the motion. Most of the slip- of other precious metals, asbestos gen fiber asbestos is of low grade.
erally forms veins, but in some places
COULD NOT WRITE.
where it Is of low grade it makes up
the whole mass of the country rock.
Versailles, Kv. Mrs. Ellsha Green
There are three types of asbestos-cr- oss of this place, says: "I could not write
fiber, slip fiber, and mass fiber all the different pains I had, when I
distinguished by the form of aggre first tried Cardul. I could scarcely
walk. Now I am able to run the sew
gation.
The most valuable asbestos fiber oc- ing machine and do my work; and my
curs in cross-fibe- r
veins. The fiber neighbors tell me the medicine must
runs directly across the vein from be good, for I look so much better.'
side to side. Its length is thus lim- Cardul Is a specific,
ited by the width of the vein and tonic remedy, for women. In the past
of an inch 50 years, it has been found to relieve
ranges from
to two inches.
For the most part women's unnecessary pains, and fethe veins of asbestos separate easily male misery, for which over a milfrom the country rock and when brok lion suffering women have successen across expose the beautiful white fully used it. Try Cardul for your
At th
fluffy asbestos fiber with the sheen of troubles. It will help you.
silk. The highest grade of asbestos, nearest drug store.
phi-bol-
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Picture Framing Tastefully and
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Chicago,

St.

ROSWELL

AUTO CO., ROSWELL, N. M.

eer-fecte-

York,

Boston,

crys-taliz-

ColoradoSp'gs,
Pueblo,

Vcn.23

,

W
book-tf-

Carrying ths tJ. 8. mail and passengers between Vaughn, N. If, and
Roswell, N. IL, connecting with . las
El Paso
Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison, ToSanta Fe Railroad.
peka
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a, m, arrive In Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
Leaves Roswell at 12:30 a. m., arrive in Vaughn at 5:30 p. m.

Baggage allowance 100 lbs.
te
eaeh regular ticket, excess
baggage
at the rate of 15.00 per hundred lbs.
We are equipped to carry any kind
of trunks or baggage, up to 1,600 lbs.
Special rates are given for excursions, for eight or more' passengers.
For further information, write the
Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. H.
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OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

PUBLICITY.
The New Mexican has been honored
with the annual report for 1911 of the
United Shoe Machinery corporation,
the concern that figured rather promi
nently the other day in one of the
trust investigations at Washington. It
is a private concern- with more than
seven thousand stockholders and the
ordinary novice will ask: "Whysend
printed reports of that kind to all the
newspapers?" But to the man who
reads the signs of the times, the answer is easy and it consists of only
one word: "Publicity.' That is the
talisman that will reconcile the public
to those things it did not understand
before. It is found that most officials,

OF MARYLAND
WRITES AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE, PROTECTING
OWNERS AGAINST DAMAGES TO THE PUBLIC
it Is a very Important
through the use of Automobiles,ofand
INSURANCE.
and necessary kind

.

.

.

'

tj

San Miguel county will make a good
assessment record this year according
to reports. It has more people on its
assessment rolls for 1911 then in any
previous years. The time'' will come
men not upon the aswhen
sessment rolls and not contributing
anything to the public revenue will
be ashamed of themselves ' and1 the
community will consider them aa
and undesirable citizens, for
jk man so poor but that he can
something to the support of
and . the common-wmUtt eommuajty
x
.

,

able-bodi-

con-tribu-

.

k.

-

,

MOULTON-ESP-

- $150,000
Capital Stock
80.000
Surpittsmd Undivided Profit -

;

SCRAP

THREE-SIDE-

IN DARK

IVngfts g

oral hliisjr hanfamn

WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Mo., June 29. Wool
steady. Territory- and western mediums 17191-2- ;
fine mediums 1617-1-2- ;
fine
1114.12.
Carlsbad, N. M., June 29 B. L.
LIVESTOCK.
Walker and J. F. Hart bad an
June 29. Cattle ReKansas
City,
near
the
Dark
Canyon
gun fight
Market
strong to 10c
5,000.
ceipts
Pumping station without the old time
steers
Native
$4.906.50;
higher.
results. B. L. Walker lives on a farm
southern
near the walls while J. F. Hart has southern steers $3.905.50;
cows and heifers $2.604.50; native
of
For
the
the pumps.
years
charge
stock-er- s
men have been quarrelling over watet cows and heifers $2.406.25; bulls $3
$3.75 5.40;
feeders
and
service and it lias looked like war
4.65; calves $47; western steers
many a time. Yesterday Walker was
western cows $2.754.75.
$4.606.10;
some
cattle when Hart came
driving
Market
Sheen
Receipts 4.000.
along with his mules. Walker began strong. Muttons $3.253.90; lambs
abusing Hart and said he would get $5.606.75; fed wethers and yearlings
him this time and whipped out his
fed western ewes $2.50
Hart lost no time in pulling $3.504.60;
3.25.
his gun and the firing never ceased till
Chicago, June 29. Cattle Receipts
the ammunition gave out ' on both 5,000, Market slow, steady. Beeves
sides. Mrs. Walker seeing the battle
Texas - steers $4.406;

BRITISH

SEAMEN'S UNION
WINS NOTABLE STRIKE.

Bm

Loss Caused By

tsssgtsybic transfer ef
wadd aavas Ubacal tersna as
' aobttc or private,
ef fioctr per cent
1 IWral advances
land products. The bank

ef M

at in all caaaecis. as 1a
and the priariptes et seimd basktac.
Ito aatreaage ef the pafaHc U
Saietjr aepesttteaes far
soHctted.
saaptttfaUy

teejetend totboaaa

The Palace Hotel

$4.656.65;
western steers $4.705.75; stackers
and feeders $3.15 5.35; cows and
heifers $2.255.70; calves $5.757.85.
Hogs
Receipts 22,000.. Market
strong, 5 cents higher than yesterday'
mixed
average. Light $6.106.52
$6.106.55; heavy $5.956.50; rough
$5.956.15; good to' choice heavy
$6.156.50; pigs $5.706.25; bulk of
sales $6.30 6.45.

One of the Best

Hotek Jn the Vjfestf

1--

Middle Aged and Elderly People.
Use Foley Kidney Pills for quick and
permanent results in all cases of kidney and bladder troubles, and for
painful and annoying irregularities.
For sale by all druggists.

If you want anything on earth try
Steamship Lines a Want ad in the New Mexican.'

Cunard and Other
Yield to Dertiands

its branches.

all

fawocabie tenas est. aM kiwk ef
eallaawat Mcacfev. Bans- - tana setts bonds and
gaoctoaaaO aaaghateaorHHfagtnmtn.
and sells donws--

Guns Were Drawn and Firing Never
Ceased Until Last Chamber
Was Empty.

from the house rushed out and hit
Hart with a rock. Only one shot took
efiect, Wajker being hit in the head,
the bullet entering near the mouth
and come out in the neck, back of the
left ear.' Lewis Scott separated the
men and took their guns from them,
Walker was rushed to the hospital.
But the wound made by a steel jacketed bullet does not seem serious. Dr.
F. F. Doepp who was called in, thinks
Walker will recover. Peace warrants
have been issued for both men and
they will be placed under $2,500 to
keep the peace in the future.
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oothe Mat
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The board of education at Las Cruces has given its collector peremptory
orders to collect the poll tax from de
linquents. It seems that the first $400
easy to collect are always gathered
in by the collector but that the $1,000
or so dollars more difficult to secure,
generally go by default at Las Cruces
as they do at. Santa Fe and in many
other places. But why should the
men who always pay promptly be' com
pelled to bear the burden alone while
those who are slow pay are. permitted
to escape? Isn't that the way to
make more taxdodgers? Of the poll
tax, certainly, every cent should be
collected for it is the one lax that
every man ought to be compelled to
- J
pay.
,

':

Fidelity and Deposit Company

0.

ed for him.

THURSDAY,

UXPALEN,

It is sent to
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico.
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation most corporations, most activities are
attacked by the newspapers and the
monk the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest
public because of the lack of knowledge that these have of the operations
of these corporations and officials. The
financial official of a city, or county, or
state, who regularly publishes a deROAD BUILDING THAT COUNTS. tailed report, insures himself against
PREPARATION FOR JOBS
show
The El Paso Herald praises editori- an attack if his reports
Young men and young women leavthe good work that New Mexico that he is straight. If he does not pubhard
ally
are
that
school
jobs
complain
ing
to get. The New Mexican within a authorities are doTng in good roads lish such reports at frequent and reguHowever, whenever, the lar intervals, he may be straight too,
month "has had e dozen applications building.
from girls who want to be stenogra- Scenic Highway to the Pecos 4s com- but a large portion of the public will
New Mexico's
as a not believe it, for the public' general
phers but nothing else and from young pleted,road builder will praises
be not merely attitude is to suspect every public ofmen who want to do reporting and ed- good
sporadic, but there will be loud ac ficial and to believe him guilty of eviting but not a single application for claim
from ocean to ocean, for the ery possible wrongdoing until he
The
abor.
manual
jobs which require
Scenic
when completed will proves that he is not guilty. Similarly,
trouble is not that jobs are scarce but be an Highway
accomplishment worth; while; with the United Shoe Machinery corthat young men and young women who the other
roads thus far are merely poration, which has been regarded as
are prepared for them ere scarce. a
of what other states and a grasping trust but which this annual
repetition
ten
There isn't an industry employing
have accomplished report shows to be a "benevolent" inprivate
enterprise
or more liands which would not like for many
and in which
years
already
to replace some of its incompetent, countries like Germany and France stitution organized for profit and payunreliable and intemperate help with are far ahead of New Mexico.. Says ing about $3,000,000 in dividends an'
nually on a capitalization of $20,000,-00competent, reliable, sober and loyal the El Paso Herald:,.
f
workmen or work women. There isn't
Mexi'New
of
issue
"From the first
a trade that is not short of lire right-kin- co Good Roads," the bulletin "of the A year ago this same corporation
of mechanics, men who are rea- territorial engineer, comes the inter- would have said: " It is none of the
sonable, industrios skillful atd total esting information that as a result of public's business what we are doing
But they are not to be the building of the new road from and there is no appropriation available
abstainers.
of that caliber Carlsbad to Monument
mechanic
across the to pay for sending tiut reports of our
had; every
has a life job wherever he may be and plains, traffic has become four times doings," but today that same corporation is humbly "sending out to every
his employer will make almost any as great as formerly.
"The road was exceedingly difficult newspaper the annual report of its
sacrifice to retain him.
Indian students from the Carlisle In- to construct. The sands have been president.
for many
dian school, for instance, are in great practically impassable
demand in the East as mechanics and miles, requiring horse power 10 or 15
Advertising has become a modern
farmers. There are at present 266 times as great as traversing an ordi- business necessity. It is a greater
boys and 213 girls away from the nary road. Under the supervision of aid in distributing products among
school at work. They are scattered the good roads commission of the ter- consumers than was the traveling
man in the past. Not every business
throughout Pennsylvania, New Jersey, ritory an investigation towas made and
it was found from five
eight feet be- concern can or does place agents on
Delaware, New York and Maryland.
Most of the requests for students low the surface of the sand lies a the road but every firm, no matter
come from people who have had the bed of clay two or three feet thick. how small its capital, can advertise
students in previous years or from Beneath this stratum of clay isa bed and if wise, does advertise. Even
those who have heard of the' entire of disintegrated limestone. In the great commonwealths have come to
satisfaction they have given elsewhere construction of the ofroad the14 sand is the conclusion that it pays to adverabout
removed to a depth
inches, tise, that it pays
directly and indiRecently a prominent artist of New
the trench is filled with clay on top rectly. The
York City, in writing for a boy for his
legislature of South Da
of
crushed
is
which
limestone; kota has just appropriated $17,500 for
placed
summer home and farm, said:
all the material is obtained by excaadvertising the state. This money is
"Several years ago Dr. George Bird
vating along the line of the road.
not for immigration work, for agriGrinnell, Dr. Charles Eastman and 1
"The work has been so successful
visited many of the homes where In- that a four horse team can now haul cultural development, or any double
dian help was employcu, for Harper's a load of 5,000 pounds across the purpose. It is simply for advertising.
One by one the states have come to
Magazine, and of over 50 places we sands in two or three hours, a trip
visited we found only one place where formerly requiring seven to ten hours understand the Imperative necessity
for publicity. South Dakota had an
there was dissatisfaction."
with a load of 3,500 pounds. Crossing'
The Tecent development of the out- the sands in an automobile was for- immigration bureau fpr some time,
and has derived excellent results
ing system, whereby the young men merly impossible; now the trip is from it. The state is now
going Into
found employment at the mechanical, made in 16 to 19 minutes.
Loaded
trade which they have been following teams make detours of as much as 20 the publicity business on a large
scale.
while at the school, has attracted at- miles in order to use the new road
tention throughout the country. Put- rather than attempt to go straight
Governor Mills could not have made
ting into operation a plan which has across at the old trails.
as its central Idea the bridging of the
"The effect of such road building a better selection for traveling audichasm between the time of finishing is equal to that of bridging a danger- tor to succeed Charles V. Safford then
school and "beginning the work of gain- ous" stream, making interchange of he has made in appointing District
ing a livelihood,, as well as aiming to traffic easy and comfortable and. prof- Clerk John Joerns to the place. Mr.
acquaint young men with Industrial iting everybody directly or indirectly Joerns Is an expert accountant, his exconditions and' processes as practiced affected by the removal of obstacles perience as assistant to Mr. Safford
in the busy world of building and man- to traffic. Governor Mills of New has fitted him especially to assume
ufacture, necessarily entails areful Mexico, writing for' the good roads his new duties. The Integrity of Mr.
Joerns Is beyond question and his
organization, but splendid success has bulletin, expresses the opinion that
the
been achieved in its practical working the new legislature will probably en- wide acquaintanceship throughou
act laws putting all ro'ads in the ' ter- territory wil come to him in - good
out at Carlisle.
The girls work in households where ritory, or at least those" on which the stead.' In fact, it is fortunate an avail
the home conditions are found to be of territory has worked, under the charge able man of such caliber has been
The found to continue the spendid work of
the best and where they receive care- of the good roads commission.
'
ful training in good housekeeping and governor recommends that the terri- Mr. Safford. Mr. Joerns, Is like Mr. Safcivilization. They really become part torial good roads commission should ford, a loyal Republican, and has renof the family, acquire civilized habits appoint a road supervisor for each dered yeoman service in Colfax couna man capable and experiencas well as elsewhere In the Interests
and customs, and experience such as county,
ed in road work, to have charge of ty
of the party and the people. He can
no school could possibly teach them. all
construction
of
and
the
repair
be depended upon to do his full duty
Besides they earn wages, half of which
roads In his county.
In the future.
ere saved.
'
.
"Good roads are the arteries, and
t
Last year the Indian boys and girls
circulation of traffic over
sluggish
et the Carlisle School earned $27,000. unimproved roads is as harmful to Pennsylvania last year produced
At present they have to their credit commerce as
sluggish circulation In $20,000,00p worth of Portland cement
in the school bank, drawing interest, the human body is harmful to physical of which $19,000,000 worth came from
$40,000.
health. As well erect great barriers the Lehigh valley region, the price
The Carlisle outing system is man- and warn people to keep asway, as to being less than 73 cents a barrel. The
aged by a Sioux Indian, Mrs. Nellie E. permit unimproved roads
remain writer well remembers when the first
cement mill in that section was built
Denny, who is a graduate of the an obstruction to traffic."
and how people shook their heads at
school.
the foolhardiness of such an enter
Many an Indian comes to Carlisle
A FINE STUNT.
uneducated and without a penny, and
after a period of three or five years at
the school, returns to his home with
a practical education and a bank account of four or five hundred dollars
with which to make his start in life.
The Carlisle outing system, which is
being gradually adopted throughout
the entire service, is universally considered .the best civilizing
agency,
which the government has in its dealings with the Indian.
It seems as if the white man, and
the white man's schools have something to learn from the Red Skin end
the schools which have been establish-
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SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO

Tie-U-

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Liverpool, Eng., June 29. The CunMASONIC.
ard Steamship Company this after
Montezuma
Lodge
noon agreed to recognize the SeaNo. 1, A. F. & A. M.
.
men's Union, including the doctor's
Regular communiThe strikers are re
organization.
cation
first Monday
to
work.
turning
of each month at
The Canadian Pacific and the Allan
'
Masonic
Hall at
line also yielded this morning. The
7.30.
strike has had a serious effect on the
H. H. DORMANT,
distribution of American and Cana'
Master
dian foodstuffs. 'The quays are litter- CHAS.
E. LINNExV Secretaire' i
ed with huge quantities , of bacon,

4

"

Unexcelled

12126

1I

WITH PRIVATE BATH

Cuisine and
Table Service

HANDSOME ROOMS

AMERICAN OR
EUROPEAN PLAN

ATTRACTIVE DINING
ROOM-G- ood
Service. ;

COURTEOUS TREATMENT
Proprietor, Mrs. L; C. KENNEDY.

Santa Fe, N. M

'

i

cheese, lard and butter which the
Santa Fe Chapter No.
dockhands prevent the carters from
1, R. A. M. Regular
handling.
convocation second
The trade in Manchester Is equally
Monday of each moatb
disorganized. From forty to fifty
at Masonic Hall a!
c
ships, including many
7:30 p. m.
vessels are tied up as are a number
JOHN H. WALKER,
vessels and those havof fruit-ladeH. P.
ing other perishable cargoes.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
NEW AUTO JRUCK WILL
Santa Fe Commander
RUN 25 MILES AN HOUR.

MONTEZUMA HOTELS
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE S IDEAL

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.

trans-Atlanti-

Thirty seven roonrsc ntiwljrand neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath an i phone.

n

Five men. ts',
I
Eight hundred feet of hose and noz,.
zles.
chemical extinguishFive
ers.
That is what the Carter gasolene
truck will carry and which has just
arrived for the use of the Santa Ke
Fire department The truck can go
25 miles an hour and its use in gHting
men and hose to a fire is apparent.
Chief Owen was apparently well
pleased with the truck which cost
$1,200 end which was driven arouni
the city last night
The presence of the truck is another
manifestation of the
meth
ods and improvements this city is
':.
striving for. "'
,

five-gallo- n

'

prise and investment Indians rank- WILL HOGLE HOLDS
Post Card Day was a great success, ed second with a production ofJ $6,RESPONSIBLE POSITION.
and the more reports that come in 487,508;' and then came Kansas- with
the greater its success appears. It $5,349,408.
Mrs. A. P. Hog'ie of this city has just
The New Mexican be
was a line stunt. Says the Bulletin lieves that , some day.' New Mexico received informat-o- n
to the effect that
of the New Mexico Bureau of Immi- will rank
high as a cement producer her son Will, who is In the employ of
for it has the raw material in great- the United States Reclamation Sergration:
"The success of New Mexico Post er abundance, perhaps, than any oth vice and who'-'nolives at Mesa, AriCard Day was even greater than had er section, and the demand made for zona, has been transferred to the Divbeen anticipated. This office : has cement by its irrigation development ision
Gates, located near there, where
asked the various postmasters to make will soon be enormous.
he will have entire charge of diverting
close estimates' on the number of
the waters of the canals on the south
cards sent out, A 'number of these
side of the Salt River. There the wastate
of
Colorado
The
is
neighboring
have been received and indicate in al
ter is turned into smaer canals which
well
a
in
way,
doing
manufacturing
most every case that more cards went
Ho-glout than we had any reason to ex- and the Census Bureau today an- irrigate 25,000 acres of land. Mr.
has been connected with the Recpect. The surprising feature of the nounces that the value of its manufaclamation Serylce about a year, and
day was the response of the people tures in the Census year wis
is a well deserved promoof the smaller towns who seem to 044,000 or eighteen t.ms as great as this change
'
.
have joined with greatest enthusiasm those of New Mexico and more than tion.
in sounding the 'Call of New Mexico.' twice the amount of its total assessed
Foley's Kidney Remedy.
It is probable that more than a mil- wealth. Colorado 'has invested in Its
recommended
for
lion post cards went out of New Mex- manufacturing plants $162,668,000 of Is particularly
of kiuney and bladder
ico on the 22d.
capital and these pay out annually In chronic cas-c"Post Card Day will give ub some wages and salaries more than $25,000,-000- . trouble. It tends to regulate and con-lithe kidney and bladder actions
further advertising in the near fuMore than 32,000 persons ere emmen
ture. Magazine
and others ployed and 154,615 horsepower are util- and is healing, strengthening and bracthroughout the country have noted the ized. The 'increase in production in ing. For sale by all drueg'sts.
day through the New Mexico news- ten years has been 30 per cent and in
papers and several requests have capital employed 50 per cent.
been received
for articles telling
about 'The Call of New Mexico' and
Virginia begins to rank high as a
how our people responded - 'thereto.
FOURTH
manufacturing
state, In 1910, Its mills
One magazine has asked for.a (Comand
factories'
pitoduced
$220,000,000
plete set of cards sent out from va- on a
capitalization of a little over
rious towns, with which to illustrate
QF JULY
In salaries and wages
$216,000,000.
its article." '
these plants paid out almost $50,000,-000- .
in the census year and employThe farms of South Carolina, says ment was given to 115,000 hands.
the Census Bureau 4n a bulletin'issued
today, are worth, $33i;836,000, or six
times the total assessed wealth of Albuquerque la going to be good In
Routed
New Mexico. More than six million earnest. Not satisfied with ordering
acres are under cultivation "and the the Red Lights to be extinguished, an
To All
e
citizen was this week fined
farms number more than 175,000. The
$20 for swearing In public, an un76
area
acres
of
each
farm
is
average
in New Mexico .
and the value per acre is $24.64. The heard of before interference with- personal
be
It
may
liberty.
prohibition
white farmers number 79,484, the ne'
OFJdy2d,M&4tli
gro farmers 96,696. About 15,000 of neit
the farms are mortgaged while 111,097
oroi-- u
0
Bitw business is lieettinir
- - a ft nn
are run by tenants. More than
Return Lteit, July 5th. .
j
j
farms have lest than 60 acres side and yet no American would be
and only 804 have more than a thou- satisfied If the business of bis coun
Santa f all the way.
sand acres.
try jraaat tig.

No. 1. K. T. Regular
conclave fourth Monday in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30
w
n vn
CHAS. A. WHEELON. E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

;

FINE SAMPLE ROOM,

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

--

THOS.DORAN
Proprietor.

RATES

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

VP

Santa Fe xxdge of
Perfection No. 1, .14th
degree. Ancient and Ac
cepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on

the third

Coronado Restaurant
Short Orders run Day

& Night.

Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock 'toi the evening In 222 San Francisco Street
Masonic Hall," south side of Plaza.
Visiting. Ecotish Rtet Masons are cor
S.

6.

HENRY

Regular Meals 25c.
Baths.

x
v

Electric Lights

G. LUPE

HERRERA,

Prop.

zin t

gv

dially invited to attend.
:

lot & Cold

Furnished rooms in. connection.'

CART WRIGHT, 32.
Venerable Master.

ft STEPHENS, 32

Secretary.

.
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SOFT DRINKS

;

JS.ao
dcUvCBTMl.

B. P. O. E.

& P.Jo. E. holds
its regular session , on
the second and fourth

. 460.
:

,

of each
Wednesday
month. Visiting broth
ers are lnvitea ; and
welcome.
;
CARL. A. BISHOP.

J. D. SENA,
Secretary.
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Independent Order Of Beavers.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, 1. K B holds
its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
ers are always welcome.
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Veils
.Miss Maude I. Ilan'.jj ond Cailos M.
both well lino vu in Santa Fe,
were married at the Cathedral of St.
i
Francis this morning in the presence
of rela-Ii of a large audience composed
tives and friends.
South-Eas- t
Corner Plaza
Tne wedding ceremony was perform-Grandrailroad, spent, yesterday . in j (j Dy the vicar general of the
on a business visit.
ces the very Rev. Antonio Fourche- E. P. Holcombe of Washington, D. .. wt. -- piphrated the nnntini m9II San Jupn
15,4!0.90
14,114.94
45,600.47
53,!(S4.81
C, chief of the U. S. Indian service, ar The, ceremony was an impressive one. San Miguel
rived yesterday from Denver and Is
32,276.04
27,798.40
It was at 10 o'clock that the bridal Santa Fe
S
17,S5.-,.7Sierra
""
1S,5:7.95
at the Montezuma.
the
aisle
to'
proceeded
up
procession
33,755.09
25,373.63
Territorial Secretary Xathan Jaffa the strains of the wedding march, play- - Socorro
ST1 49.42
1
.1
haa arv tai NUinvA,aJ inm lite ,r.ro. .. .
flarrtoli rn
trct 1 80S .'
tlon at Denver that he was able to 'came the ushers, Joseph Collins and Torrance
h'f.A- - 11.106.19
27.179.56
return to his hotel. He expects to, clarence Pierce. They were followed !pn.lon
17,264.24
return home by next Monday.
of
maid
Miss
Delia
honor,
by' the
Judge Robert M. Foree, who has just Tritz and the matron of honor Mrs. E,
699.956.6S
Totals
790,518.54
returned from San Francisco where he P. Davies, sister of the bride. Both
of
Governor
Replies.
Kentucky
in
looked
for
his
very pretty, gowned
purchased machinery
pink
gold
Governor William J. Mills has remines In Nevada, went this morning to marquisette over satin and carrying
from Governor Augustus E.
ceived
a shower bouquet of white
Ojo Caliente to bring Mrs. Foree here. ' Willson of Kentucky, the following
Mrs. J. W. Raynolds, widow of the sweet peas,
Then came the bride, leaning on the (acknowledgment of the postcard sent
former secretary of the territory and
of her brother, Earl Hanion, who him by Governor Mills on Post Card
arm
warden of the penitentiary, has ar
Day:
rived in Santa Fe from Las Vegas with gave her away. The bride looked,
"My Dear Governor Mills I thank
children and is registered at St. deed, as beautiul and graceful as any
June bride. She was dressed in a prin- - you for your post card picture of your
Vincent's sanitarium.
F. A. Bridge, president of the Ar-- ; cess gown of w,hite marquisette over capitol, which is very attractive and
at
roya Hondo Irrigation company, vice satin, trimmed with baby Irish lace your printed Invitation saying that
I pass through New Mexico
time
any
wore
a
U.
and
and
S.
Bank
the
veil,
of
Trust
and
flowing
pearls
president
to
off and visit the ancient city
company, and "who frequently visits She carried a shower boquet of white of stop
the Holy Faith and its public build
Santa Fe, is here from Madison, Wis-- 1 peas.
,.
. ings and mingle with and meet your
: ,
1 i
cousin, to look after the affairs of the
u. untie
was met
ine auar rou .1..
peope wi,h assurance of .a hearty .
irrigation company.
the bridegroom and his best
T
n
m
k tt
M1CMel
stanton. uiem Hanion, a have a chance to come. Yours truly,
,
inV
n
...
.bhuu, Line m Drotner ot tne onae, was also present, Augustus E. Willson, Governor
of
last evening to spend several days in- During the nuptial mass Miss
Kentucky."
Fe. . He declares that the Santa. ce8 Hinojos, a delightful
soprano
viaia cauuu was never more oeauu singer, sang several solos which were
JUDGE JOHN H. KNAEBEL
ful, and that at and above his cabin suitable to the occasion.
IS GROWING WEAKER.
the box canon and forest are wildly
Following the wedding, the bridal
romantic, the scenery being superb.
Amone those who have mne nn thelParty were ariven to the home of the
Judge John H. Knaebel, one of the
Santa Clara canon to fish or to camp brlde's sIster' Mrs- Davies. where a ablest lawyers of the southwest, is
The steadily growing weaker and his conare
W. T. Thornton, Dr.!wddlnS breakfast was served.
David Knapp, A. M. Bergere, Luna' house "was Pettily decorated with cut dition Is considered quite serious. The
Bergere, and Dr. Charles E. Mc- - flowers and the dining room was a judge is at St. Vincent's Sanitarium
and the good Sisters and trained
Chesney. Ranger Rawles who came bower of beauty,
Among the
down yesterday for a few days re-- j
guests pres- - nurses and physicians are doing all
L. E. Hanion, in their power to help the judge ret were Mr- anl
ports the wagon road up the canon
Mrs. L. C. Hanion and Harry Hanion gain his strength but with little sucin fine shape.
"H
R. R. Doubleday, an artist and pho-.- ! o? Willard ; Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Hanion cess.
The judge's mind seems clear and
tographer, who took the official pho--j of Estancia, and Miss Shiel of Waterhe recognizes people, but he is unable
tographs at the dedication of the loo, la.
Roosevelt dam recently, Is In Santa
Mr. and Mrs. Creamer left this after-- to speak and his strength seems fast
NFe to take photographs1 of the De noon on a wedding jorney. They will ebbing away.
Governor Mills and his son Wilson
Vargas pageant on July 4 for various return here aboutj the middle of July
n;- mane oania re.tneir nome.
Mills called ' on the judge yesterday
wogaAtucD auu aiou iui eAmuuiuu
.
poses. While here, he will give ex- and so did Attorney General Frank
hibitions of the Roosevelt dam and' JUDGE JOERNS IS APPOINTED
W. Clancy, and several other Santa
:
Feans who have known Judge KnaeCheyenne frontier celebration plo
bel for years.
tures, which have attracted world;
(Continued From Page One.)
f
wide attention.
Gordon Goebel, one of the New
Loeffler and George H. Huddy, Jr.
Mexico boys, who has been with the;
Roatj to the Rito.
Westinghouse Electric people at Pitts-- j The territorial engineer has return-burg- ,
d
The Pathway to the
Pa., since he received his
from a trip of Inspection over the
gree at the New Mexico Agricultural road to the Ritp de los Frijoles canon
College at Mesilla Park, last year, and he says that the work of improv-leave- s
tomorrow for New York andjing the road for yhich the Santa Fe
other eastern points, where his moth- - Chamber of Comirarce has given $100
Is most frequently
en- - and toward whlctr
- spent. - He has
er'jj .jouti
the territory will
trodden
Ocean
gaged" passage for the
voyage contribute a small sum, will be push-tby
New, Orleans and from there heed under Engineer W. R. Smythe. A
scientific
will proceed to El Paso, visiting en! number M Indians wU1 De
mpIoyed,
knowledge of mediroute a day or o, arriving in Santa The road improvement is much
e
cinal chemicals is
about July 12. This Is his sum- - slred by Santa Feans and gC0re8 of
mer vacation, which the company, ow-- ( tourists and students who come here
slight. The Druging to excellent work, have increase and who desire to see the wonderful
themselves are
gists
ea to one montn wun pay, msteaa oi;ciifr dwellings near the Bltn
largely dependent
the usual two weeks.
Irrigation Matters.
upon the manufacApplication No. 569 of Hugh DuVal
for the diversion of the waters of the
turer for the quality
Big Navajo In San Juan CQunty, rejectof chemicals dised owing to supreme court decision
KAUNE
H:
pensed. For
1322, the territorial engineer having
we use
Jio jurisdiction to divert waters in
Colorado for the use of New Mexico.
Squibbs Chemicals
The engineer has approved plans
only, to Safeguard
and specifications for a 115 foot dam
our Customers as
of the concrete arch type on the Arroyo Seco on the Labato grant. The
well as Ourselves.
contrad will be let at once for the
construction of the dam and work will
Fine, Ripe and Sweet.
be pushed to completion this summer.
The plan is rather unique as the dam
J
will be thirty feet wide at the bottom
"AJwaya neiiuuic
and only five feet wide at the top.
BRAWLEY VALLEY CANTALOUPES It Is considered one of
druggists'
the finest dam
sites In the territory and owing to

MISS A. MUGLER

n

1

e

H. F. STEPHENS,

. GRIFFIN,

Cashier,

Asst. Cashier

'

Style, Elegance and Workmanship are the distin-
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(Ladies'
Neckwear

THIRD OFF
On Fancy Ribbons Flowers
This Month Only.

crchdio-Albuquerqu- e

President

B. LAUGHLIN,

J

MILLINERY BARGAINS

Ceremony Performed nt Cal.iedrnl by
the Vicar General In Presence
of Large Audience.

Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Doll of Santa
Fe, are registered at the Alvarado.
Albuquerque Herald.
T. C. McConnell, revenue inspector,
is in the city from his headquarters
Santa Fe. Albuquerque Journal.
W. D. Shea of the Denver & Rio

Your Patronage Solicited
.

MISS MAUDE HANLON
AND CARLOS CRCAfER WED.

W. D. Evans and family are sightseers from Des Moines, la., at the

Business

Does a General Banking

PERSONAL MENTION

INSURANCE

1

Boiler)'

Real Estate
(City

i

Property-Ranch-

Surety Bonds

j

O. C. WATSON & CO.
Offices

119

.....SPECIAL SALE

...

i.

manj.

Fran-Sant-

Circassian Walnut

15cts$l.00

1

,;

THIS WEEK ONLY

RRICES TO SUIT EVERYBODY

i

Santa Fe, New Mexico

San Francisco St.

and JABOTS

"

in-h-

ct)

;

DAINTY COLLARS

I

etc. Renting:)

es

guishing features predominating in our stock of

j

We do not advertise a SPECIAL SALE without
doing just as we say.

a

TRY US ON THIS SALE.

-

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL OF FURNITURE

6

W. N. TOWNSEND

.

CO.

j

Elegant Styles

Magnifcent Display

n

at

-

GO.

ACKERS WAGNER FURNITURE
--

You Must

ieeit tApjptociate

Its Beauty.

COME AND SEE THE DINING ROOM SET.

....

,

BSagSBS

.

..'

..

gBBSB

.

.

;

--

OA

'

--r

i

;

,

intend to seccure
Adequate Insurance
YOU

,

j

Residence

No. 229

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty; & Insurance Agency.

8

S.

If Your Instep is not Strong
ONE OF OUR

...WE ALSO HAVE...

JOHN PFLUEGER, THE SHOE MAN

HOOD

RIVES

Be Beat.

STRAWBERRIES.

Why Import Mineral Water ?

CALIFORNIA

STR.V.VIERRIES

:

WHEN

YOU CAN

GET'THE

:

:

AND

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
: All Kinds of Soda ;
f
Special High Bajl; Ginger Ale..,

r

'

Delivered to your house.

Santa Fe Cherries

Patronize home industry. Leave orders

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

at

- Sweet and Sour

t

Mountain Hearth Retort, 22 mile from Santa Fe on main line of Santa Fe,
f
mllea from depots
one and
Tent bungalows, In Fine Poreet with every accommodation, furnlihed for
housekeeping and ready for occupancy. " "
WILLIAMSON RANCH,
,
"
v
.
.
Olorieta, N. M,
i

'

4

i

,1

t

Electric Toasters
.

Water

Luna

...

a

CO.

.

.......

Otero ':V. ......
Quay ..V ....... 32,423.40
Rio Arriba
15,338.91
Roosevelt ... .. 18,038.31
Sandoval

ttetsr

pd Percelaters

lil-N-

Jewelry that is Absolutely Reliable.

WIRE

....... 13.370.84' '

57,517.55
54,461.50
19,580.21
41,653.32
33,625.20
60,214.36
18,425.31
26,880.69
28.224.30
13,819.16
14,350.10
29,788.44
27,998.61
12.111.65
16,876.34
8,421.32

silverware,

GLASS,

personally, and we stand back

:hmmi

--

h. c.

UP

THOSE

Mil

FOR

of

every article.

,
Sao Francisco

YONTZ,

Street

-

FURNITURE
SIGN

and Full Assortment of
Latest in Hand Color- -

Unique

Post Cards.

rut
vui, Plnwprt

PLANTS, Fruit In Saaten. Waddlni
and Tabla Bouquata and Decoration.
A
Funaral Oetigna.
f
Out af town ordora alvan earaful attention. An extra eharae of 28e
for aacklnB on ordere under $3.00.

Specialty

THE CLARENDON GARDEN

R. V.BOYLE, Mjr.

DONE

Santa Fa, New Mexico.

Phone Black 12.

All Work Guaranteed.

t

;

Phone,

San Juan Potter;
Artistic
Framior.

San Francisco Street

MAKERS.

NEATLY

OUTING

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

MADE TO ORDER

PAINTING

SUMMER

New

inf

CARPENTERS
AND CABINET

THAT

MEXICAN HATS

J. P. Steed & Son

led

115

AN0

NIGHT
SOLE AGENTS

PLACES

.

Santa Fe Water and Light CompanjJ
if i

of WATCHES, clucks,
CUT 3
FINE CHINA and JEWELRY Is selected

Our Stock

Phone Red 58

ight

DAY

SOLEAGENTS

It

...

55,409.02
55,688.19
22,728.92
46,387.37
35,785.73
54.885.61
28,998.84
29,908.75
28,656.92
14,199.47
18,119.99
31,192.63

wtmm

Electric Irons That Stay Hot

...IN BUYINQ...

Tax Collections.

.

McKlnley
Mora w.

H. S. KAUNE

Phone

i

SOME SATISFACTION

The traveling auditor of the Terrl- lurj , Ki. v. sanoru nas compiled a
statement showing percentage - of CARRIAGE
CAR PAINTING
the 1909 tax collected in the various
counties of the territory ud . to and
SIGN WRITING
including May 31, 1911. Percentages
are based upon the amount of terriFirst Class Work Guaranteed
torial tax remitted to the Territorial
'
treasurer, less 8 per cent of the territorial levy (14.45 mills), retained to
pay commissions of treasurers and asPAUL P. LACASSAQNE
sessors.
,
'
309 San Francisco
Amt. which levy Total Amt.
Street
should realize
remitted
. . 54.461..75
Bernalillo
51,505.95

. . .
W always lead; in our Fruit Curry
Dona Ana
and Vegetable Line. Always first Eddy ...
on tha market. ' You never will Grant .. .
Guadalupe
Lincoln . .
rbe disappointed.

ono-fial-

i

the originality of the plan the build- era will be required to employ a special engineer recommended by the
territory to supervise tl work.

a'

n

-

that

reason,

Chaves
Colfax

f

THE SANTA FE .MINERAL WATER CO.
For Health Seekers and Rest Seekers

BUCKBEdES

CO.

at the

ofNew AutO Scarfs
j

4

,

GOODS

DRY

de-F-

CO.

Absolutely Delicious.

:

OUR LARGE STOCK AT THE

SELIQMAN

A Swell Line

WATERMELONS,

Can't

Proiridupporters.

Arch

ADOLPH

Butt Bros. Co.

WILL HELP,

IN STEP SUPPORTERS

.

TO MOVE

Great Saturday Special Sale, June ,24.

those

whose

;

PRICES CUT

Drug Store

o

Phone Black

and Gentlemen.

r.

ws

'

Oxfords for Girls and Boys, Ladies

;

de-:e-

Eventually,
Phone Black No. 52

LOW CUTS

FORI

Electric Stoves
Electric Curling Irons
Electric - Chafing Dishes
Electric 3 Tea, Pots
;

:
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE BOARD OF'whom said property was also assess- ed for said yeaVs 1909 and 1910, thus
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS.
(
making a double assessment and furSanta Fe, N. M., June 5, 1911.
ther appearing that Mary M. Victory
Or a little water from the human system when
The Board of County Commission- has paid said taxes it is ordered that
thoroughly tested by the chief chemist at Dr.
Pierce'. Invalids' Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y., tclis the
ers met in their regular session as a the assessment against Mrs. John
story of impoverished blood nerve as exhaustion
Board of Equalization, with the fol- - Petri be and the same is hereby set(
or some kidney trotr'Me. Such ccriiiatioas are
on Marcy lowing members
FOR RENT Cottage
present : Hon. I. aside.
made without cost d is only a ntnu.l pan of the
Ave. July 1st. D S. Lowitzki.
to
Luisa
allowed
Exemption was
Sparks, and Jose Ortiz y Pino and
work of the stall o
and surgeons under
Roybal, of precinct 22 for the year
NEW MEXICO.
George W. Armijo, Clerk.
the direction of Dr. it. V. liorce giving ths best
GENERAL
room
Store
on
lower
RENT
FOR
e 1910.
medical advice possible without cost to those
Manuel Roybal y Lopez, from
Sen Francisco street D. S. Lowitzki.
who wish to write end make a full statement of
resolutions were
The following
No. 1, raise on cattle from five
In effect Sept, 1st 1910
(Read Up)
(Read Down)
symptoms. An imitation of natures method of
head.
head to twenty-fiv- e
adopted:
2
12
20
STATION'S
1
19 , Miles
restoring waste of tissue and impoverishment of
FOR RENT Six roomed brick cotBe it resolved by the Board of
Anaya, Precinct No. 8, as
Serapio
the blood and nervous force is used when you
am
C. Wat. assessed
0.
pm
Bath,
Fe
tage.
Santa
homerange,
of
Commissioners
on
light
his
the
Board
County
by
00
4
N.
Moines.
H...Ar
7 SO
0
take an alterative and glyceric extract of roots,
,
son & Co.
3 60
to
it
Kumaldo
that
4
7 40
appears
Whereas,
$225.00.
county,
stead,
without the use of alcohol, such as
8 30
11
05
Dedmaa
of
amount
a
No.
board
said
that
Pet.
great
de
Casimira Roybal
Madril,
3 15
IS
9 20
Uapulln
FOR SALE! Seven room house 8, raise on real estate from $S90 to property in said county of Santa Fe
3 05
35
20
ViU
8 60
2 45
25
Thompson
bath, electric light, fine lawn, fifty $1,035.
has and is escaping taxation and
9 io
2 25
31
Cunningham
fruit trees. 216 Montezuma aveniri.
155
9 35
42
....Clifton House N.M
J. W. Harrison, Pet. No. 13, assess- that the owners thereof are evading
Which make, the stomach strong, promote, the flow oi digestive juices, re1 30
10 00
49
Ar
Raton. N. M.. ..Tv
ed on improvements, J150.00.
stores the lost appetite, makes assimilation perfect, invigorate, the liver and
payment of their just and lawful taxTTT 2 30
0
Ar 10 15
.Lv
Ratou.ii.M
W. H. Kennedy, and Kate Sullivan, es on said property, the district atFOR SALE Two spring wagons, 80
purifies and enriches the blood. It i. the great
7
9 49
Clifton House N' M....
2 47
and restorative nerve tonie. It make, men strong in body, active in mind
9 32
44
Rock hens, 1,000 feet poul Pet. No. 13, assessed by the Board on torney of said county of Santa Fe is
3 07
gPreston
Plymouth
8 55
and cool in judgment. Get what you ask fort
65
3 45
Koehler Junction
8 moveable
land from $705.00 to $932.00. hereby instructed and requested to
mineral
poultry
try
netting,
9 05 ....
2
Koehler
3 35
No. forthwith commence and prosecute to
Pet.
houses.
Madrid
S.
Andrews.
E.
company,
Supply
8 20
BOolfax
68
4 15
8 02
19, raise on merchandise from $2,500 successful conclusion the necessary
76
Oerrososo
443
82
Ar
Lv 7 46
6 00
.Cimarron
apple, but the girls of the institute
WANTED Extra work, few hours to $3,000.
steps to recover and enforce the pay35
6
Ar am
Lv... Cimarron
5 ip
insist that Adam held up Eve, while
COUNTY INSTITUTE NOTES.
com ment of the just and lawful taxes on
6 27
Development
Nash
5 18
Pennsylvania
daily, by experienced bookkeeper and
6 17
she plucked the apple.
-- i
6 2S
Harlan
such
of
on
all
XY
No.
property.
assessed:
7,
Pet.
mining
pany,
Spanish.
Speaks
stenographer.
94
6 00
Ar
Ute Park, N.M... Lv
5 45
of
Board
the
resolved
:
'Be
it
m
m
by
Mexican.
claims
$1,000.00.
New
of
care
in
p
p
Mrs. William Waffensmith was at
Jose A. Ribera, Pet. No. 22, assess-- ! County Commissioners or the county
the institute today and reported that
&
E.
P.
S.
Colfax
W.
with
ilOonneots at
Ry, train both Nortnand Soutb.Ii
ed on real estate from $173.50 to of Santa Fe, that
TYPEWRITERS.
'
SStage for Van HouteD X, M, meets trains at Preston N.IM.I
Whereas, it has been made to ap- Doctor Waffensmith waB improved in
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New $280.00.
commis- - his condition, and that she expected
Stage leaves Tte Park. N, M for tSllzabethtown, N. M ., at 9:00 A. m, dally eicepj
ot
to
on
his
board
Palace.
the
raise
county
4,
N.
No.
Pet.
pear
Salmon,
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup- house or
andays. Fare $2 uu one way $3.50 round trip; lift y pound baggaxe carried free.
D. T. White, W. D. Webb, El Paso;
to sioners of said county oi oanta re to attend the examinations on Friday
$1,000.00
residence,
O. A 3. train leaves Des Mclnes, N, M- for the south at 11:11 p. in. arrives fromlthe
plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
J. M. Collier, Estancia; M. M. Padthat that certain piece of property and Saturday.
and rented. Standard makes handled. $1,250.00.
th at 4:38 a. m
The third grade students are right gett, John Joerns, Las Vegas.
Thomas VicRoy and Donald Vic hereinafter described wnicn nas Deen
Ail repair work and typewriters guarname ui up with the Manual, and nothing has
Montezuma.
:. G. DEDMAN,
VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
Santa Fe Typewriter Ex- Roy. assessed on real estate, Pet heretofore assessed in tne
anteed.
in been overlooked.
L. Helfrich, Albuquerque; M. M.
and
formerly
Miss
one
to
Bolander,
They have worked
$300.00.
from
No.
$240.00
17,
V. P. & G. M..
Q. P. Agent,
Superintendent
change Phone 231.
A harder this year, than at any pre
Padgett, John Joerns, Las Vegas; J.
Raised Wells Fargo & Company the name of W. L. Jones,
in pre- vious institute, and feel that they are T. Lindsley, Peter Springer, St. Louis;
Express, on property not here enu- piece of real estate situate of Santa
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
indebted to Conductor Brumback for W. D. Evans and family, Des Moines;
cinct No. 3 of said county
merated, $500.00.
On the excellent manner in which she Helen Corrigan,
Bessie
as
bounded
and
Live
follows,
Meat
Fe,
Assessed
Corrigan,
Sanitary
Small Holding Claim No. 3241013809
stock company on personal property the north, by. the said Santa Fe Riv- has brought results, which are certain Ella Kinsell and Mrs. Dewey, Valley
Department ot the Interior
from $505.00 to $1,665.00.
er; on the east, by unknown owners; to bear fruit during the examinations. Ranch; C. N. Kinney, Denver; H. L.
United States Land Office,
Miss Zoe E. Smith, who last year, Gallas, Frank McPhaul, Albuquerque;
John Patterson, raised on house on the south by De Vargas street and
Santa Fe, N. M., June 10, 1911.
was had charge of the school at Stanley., Matthew Howell, Long Beach; R. G.
west
on
Bertha
Cartwright,
the
to
by
from
$1,000.00.
$SO0.00
folis
Notice
hereby given that the
raised on mer by said W. L. Jones willed to the and who has been a most earnest at- Watson, E. P. Holcoinbe, Denver; F.
Zook's Pharmacy,
lowing named claimant has filed noEpiscopal church of Santa Fe, a reli tendant at the institute, was unable A. Bridge, Madison, Wis.; George B.
from.
$500.00 to $1,000.00.
tice of his intention to make final chandise,
acW. S. Williams, on real estate from gious society or institution, and that to attend yesterday's session on
Harlttj, Mrs,. Waffensmith, Deloit,
proof in support of his claim under
said property has been devoted ex- count of illness.
Wis.; Robert M. Foree, City; C. S.
Icq, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NSW
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March $280.00 to $400.00.
said
to
School
Con
County
Superintendent
assessed on one clusively., since so willed
Rawles, City.
C. C. Clawson,
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance. Thence
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
Coronado.
Episcopal church by said W. L. Jones, way has received the first, second
by the act of February 21. 1893 (27 automobile, $250.00.
,
Antcnio Loren, City. '
Mrs. L. A. Harvey, assessed on real to the appropriate objects of such in and third grade questions, which will
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
stitution or society and not leased or be opened by him, in the presence of
be made before U. S. Commissioner estate, from $2,015.00 to $2,215.00.
It is worse than useless to take any
J. E. Clark, raise on real estate rented or otherwise used with a view all the teachers, next Friday mornJuan C. Sandoval at Cuba, N. M., on
to pecuniary profit;
ing.
from
medicines, internally for muscular or
$70.00 to $400.00.
July 17, 1911, viz.: Manuel Garcia de
Word has been received from Vic- chronic rheumatism. All that is needNow, therefore, be it resolved, That
Mary H. Harroun, raise on real es
Garcia, transferee of Alonzo Dunn,
the application of said Miss Bolander toriano Cruz, one of the members of ed is a free application of ChamberCuba, N. M., for the claim 3241, tract tate, from $75.00 to $110.00.
Mrs. Joseph Hersch, raise on house on behalf of the Episcopal church for the institute, and who was compelled lain's Liniment.
For sale by all
In Sees. 20 and 29, T. 21 N., R. 1 W.,
OR
from
$7000.00 to $1,000.00 and mer- the exemption of said property from to leave for Chimayo on a message druggists.
He names the following witnesses
taxation be granted and that said calling him to his, mother's bedside,
to prove his actual continuous adverse chandise from $500.00 to $1,000.00.
Garcia and Gonzales, raise on reai property be and the same' hereby is that she is better, and that he will EASTERN NEW MEXICO
possession of said tract for twenty
exemDted from taxation until the be here in time to take the examinaROUTE
HARRIES CHAIRMAN SMITH.
years next preceding the survey of estate from $800.00 to $1,000.00.
tions.
,
further order of this board.
on
merchandise
raise
F.
Andrews,
viz:
the township,
action on statehood, the
Urging
Miss Belle Sweet, one 'of Santa Fe's
Be it resolved by the Board of
Ramon Garcia de Garcia, J. J. Sala- from $1,100.00 to $1,500.00.
prompt reporting of the resolution by
Fe
visitSanta
of
school
was
a
Commissioners
on
popular
teachers,
County
raise
Brothers
Butt
company,
zar, Puiidor Martinez, NODerto uaror at the institute yesterday after- the senate territories committees and
merchandise from $750.00 to $1,000.00. County, that
cia, all of Cuba, N. M.
noon. Miss Sweet expressed herself its passage by the senate without deboard
to
this
Whereas, it appears
J. H. Blain, raise on real estate
Any person who- desires to protest
Far rates and full informatkm address
Com as being well pleased with the man- lay, nine cities in eastern New Mexithe American
co today sent insistent telegrams to
against the allowance of said proof, $1,735.00 to $2,135, and on merchan- that has failed and Turquoise
to re- ner in which the teachers were doing
neglected
to
pany
dise
$700.00.
a-- F
$500.00
from
or who knows of any substantial rea
Chairman Smith of the territories
p. Agent,
assessment
work.
the
of
for
turn
the
purpose
George Colllngwood, from
son under the laws and regulations of
committee and Senators Bailey, OwEl Paso Texas.
unowned
mines
The
instruction
in
certain
of
penmanship,
N. Y., raise on real estate, the products
the Interior Department why such
en and others. The Clovis chamber
der
of
Santa
the
B.
of
direction
Fe,
Professor W.
by them in the county
of commerce started the movement
proof should not be allowed will be Pet. No. 3, from $160.00 to $360.00.
W. F. Astler, raise on real estate since the opening by them of their Bailey, is indeed appreciated by the and called upon the rest of the towns
given an opportunity at the above- ten
all
in
loud
and
are
about
their
said
years
students,
to
mine,
from
$460.00.
$260.00
mentioned time and place to cross-ein that section ot the territory to aid.
praises ot his methods, and excellent
F. E. Dorman, raise on real estate ago; and
amine the witnesses of said claim
Roswell, Carlsbad, Hagerman, Arte-simanner
of
value
the
that
instructing.
Whereas, it appears
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal from $500.00 to $700.00.
Fort Sumner, Melrose, Texico and
Ernest Digneo, one of the most pop- Portales responded
Cora S. Collingwood, New York, of the product so taken from said
of that submitted by claimant.
promptly and fired
Com
mine
the
American
Turquoise
of
ular
No.
at
on
estate
Pet.
by
in
3,
real
students
raise
the
has
institute,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
their telegrams and more will folsum
the
to
amounted
about
has
to
'
left
pany
the
from
$5,350.00.
Normal, and entered in the low.
$4,250.00
Register.
Charles Digneo, raise on new house of $30,000 annually,
employ of Wells-FargExpress Com
Now, therefore, be It resolved, That pany.
and lot from $900.00 to $1,100.00 .
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
Mrs. C. O. Harrison was an interJames Lopez, assessed on house- the district attorney of the county of
Santa Fe be instructed and requested ested visitor at the institute yester
hold furniture, $1.35.
Sealed proposals
will be received
H. B.
raise on real es- to take the necessary steps for the day morning, and was much pleased
by the County Commissioners of San tate fromCartwright, to $2,477.00.
ascertainment of the correct amount with the way the teachers were doing
$1,477.00
ta Fe County, New Mexico, up to
E. C. Abbott, Pet. No. 4, raise on of the annual product of the said their work. She visited during the
twelve o'clock noon on Saturday, the
real estate from $700.00 to $1,000.00. mine, and that he proceed forthwith Model Class period, and liked the man1st day of July, 1911, for furnishing
Manuel B. Apodaca, raise on real and take the necessary steps to re ner in which the little ones were beall material and constructing three
m
ar
estate in Pets. No. 4 and 17, from cover from said American Turquoise ing schooled for the benefit of the
k
bridges in said county, located as fol $360.00 to $1,860.00, and on personal Company the just and legal taxes so teachers.
IHTERIIATIONAL
lows:
due and owing by them upon said
The teachers are doubling recitaproperty from $167.00 to $397.00.
One Bridge over the Santa Fe river
tions on psychology, algebra and pedW. D. Arrighi, Pets. No. 4 and 17, property.
on Canon Road within the limits of raise on merchandise from $200.00 to
There being no further business, ad agogy, shortening the noon intermis- m
the City of Santa Fe.
journment was taken to the call of sion to one hour in order to do this.
$500.00.
THE MERRIAM WEBSTER?
One bridge over the Galisteo river
Manuel Lujan was given the task
Estate of C. B. Berger, Pet. No. 4, the chairman.
near the town of Galisteo.
I. SPARKS,
of reciting a folk-lor- e
raise on real estate from $533.33 to
and
when
tale,
Became fa NEW CBEA-Chairman. he recited it to the class, it was re
One Bridge over the Galisteo river $1,100.00.
Attest:
TT.ON, covering; every
field of the world's thought,
GEORGE W. ARMIJO, Clerk.
near the town of Los Cerrlllos.
ceived with a large round of applause.
C. B. Berger
and C. B. Kauntze,
action and culture. Tho only
All the material and work shall be raise from $1,066.66 to $3,000.00
Mr. Lujan is a very energetic young
new unabridged dictionary in
man and quite popular with the studfurnished and done in accordance
many yean.
Mrs. John Becker, Pet. No. 4, from GOOD RAINS IN
with the plans and specifications now $75.00 to $175.00.
NORTHWEST EASE MARKET ents.
defines over 400,000
Because
on file in the office of the County
The physiology class in the third
Words 1 more than ever
Alletta Early Sloan, Pet No. 4,
before
between two
appeared
room
Clerk et Santa Fe, New Mexico, raise on real estate from $2,100.00 to Tone on Wall Street Wat Decidedly grade
yesterday morning provCovers.
7oo Pages. 6000 XI-- 1
ed quite interesting, and elicited a
where they may be seen and examin- $4,730.00.
This Forenoon Than
RATE OF ONE FARE FOR ROUND
Stronger
lustrations.
5!
deal of argument and discussion.
ed and copies procured.
Mrs. Otto Retsch, raise on real es
Yesterday.
it i the oaly dictionary I I
Information was received last night
Each bid must be accompanied by tate from $900.00 to $1,400.00.
From all Stations on Denver & Rio Grande R. R.
with the new divided I I
to
New
to
the
Wire
Mexican)
effect
lieased
estate
on
that
real
J. R. Watson would
(By Special
page. A "Stroke of Oenina." I
1 a certified chectc in the sum of 10 per E. F. Hobart, raise
on
the 29th, and would deliver
cent of the amount of bid.
Chicago, June 29. With the winter arrive
Said from $800.00 to $1,000.00.
Begging It It an encyclopedia in j
check to be drawn upon some solvent
Reyes Gonzales, raise on real es wheat harvest nearly over, and thresh- a lecture to the institute.
4.
on
1, 2, 3
bank doing business in Santa Fe tate from $600.00 to $860.00.
ing reports generally of a satisfacDuring the opening exercise period
it it aooected b-- the
C. W. Dudrow, raise on real estate tory character, wheat today was in- yesterday morning Mr. Smith
6.
county. New Mexico.
Courts, Bohooli and
recited
t
.
'
rather-easyPres. at the one supreme en- a piece of poetry entitled "The BachParties desiring so to do may also from $3,415.00 to $4,550.00, and assess- clined to be
tnortty.
There were good rains again in the elor's Belief," which brought forth
submit plans end prices of their own, ed on household furniture $150.00.
G. W. Hickox, raise on all his real northwest, with moderate tempera- a number of comments and a
and the Board of Commissioners reBecause fi who knows Win
deal
.
tures. Strength of coarse grains had of laughter. The teachers didn't know
Saoee.4. Let us UU
serve the right to reject any and all estate from $5,875.00 to $8,000.00.
you about this new work.
Anastacio Gutierrez, raise on real a steadying influence.
tnat Mr. Smith was a humorist, and
bids or to accept any bid made that
September wheat started at 89 to his spasm came as an agreeable
iu their judgment is for the best in estate from $150.00 to $500.00.
e
to the institute.
cents ada shade off to 8
Amado Gutierrez from $300.00 to 89
WBIIS ftrtpMlamof sot MMs
terest of Santa Fe County, New MexAccording to
C C. MEtRIAM CO., TtUUkmn, SmttmSM.
and rallied to his theory, Eve was the cause of all
$500.00.
; vance, dropped to 88
ico.
A. Pogiie, Pet. No. 4. raise on real 89
human misery, for having picked the
I. SPARKS,
Wheat closed firm with September
Chairman of the Board. estate from $100.00 to $250.00.
W. H. Pope, Pets. No. 3 and 4, from
higher.
GEORGE W. ARMIJO,
Hot weather southwest made corn
$420.00 to $600.00.
Clerk of the Board.
'
to
Louisa P. Hoey, heirs, raise on real buoyant September opened
8
.
59
59
at
to
and
estate
from
held
higher
$150.00 to '$300.00
F. S. Rexford, 615 New Tork Life
New Mexico Realty company, raise around 59
Bldg., Kansas City, Mo., says: "I had
The close was strong with Septem
from
$1,210.00 to $1,600.00.
d severe attack of a cold which set8
,
Miguel Granito, Pet. No. 7, raise on ber
higher.
tled in my back and kidneys and I
The oats market was full. of buywas in great pain from my trouble. real estate from $300.00 to $600.00.
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 1911,
Santa Fe Realty company, $6,807.00 ing orders.
September started a
A friend recommended Foley Kidney
shade to
to 44
to
$13,370.00.
up at 44
Pills and I used two bottles of them
a
C. O. Harrison, Pet. No. 18, raise on and rose to 44
.
and they have done me a world of real estate
Provisions averaged a trifle dearer
from $800.00 to $900.00.
For sale by all druggists.
pood."
A. Staab, raise on personal prop- with hogs. First sales were 2
5 off to 6
erty from $2,600.00 to $7,600.00.
higher. With. September
NOTICE.
E. C. Anderson, Pet No. 18, raise on 8.30 for lard, and 8.36 to 8.371-- 2 for
ON
Department of Territorial Engineer. real estate from $400.00 to $500.00. . ribs. No business wis done in pork.
Number of application 553.
Wall Street
Elizabeth Dagg, raise on real estate
Santa Fe, N. M., May 8th, 1911.
New York, N. Y., Julie 29. The
from $800.00 to $850.00.
Notice is hereby given that on the
Then the Board adjourned to the tone of the stock market was decidedWrite for Premium List and Program.
12th day of April, 1911, In accordance call of the chairman.
ly stronger this morning. The heavy
with Section 26, Irrigation Law of
L SPARKS,
selling of yesterday was nofresumed
1907, H. M. Foster of Barney, county Attest:
Chairman. and the lower- range of prices then
of Union, Territory of New Mexico,
JOHN B. McMANUS,
ISAAC BARTH,
established attracted a moderate
GEORGE W. ARMIJO,
made an application to the territorial
amount of buying, which forced up
Clerk.
Secretary-Manage- r.
President.
prices generally.
engineer of New Mexico for a permit
June 5th, 1911.
to appropriate from the public waters
Bull traders, however, made no at
The board resolved Itself Into a
of the Territory of New Mexico.
board of county commissioners.
tempt to extend the movement and
Such appropriation is to be made
In the matter of the assessment of the market grew dull at the higher
Hilario Garcia, of Santa Fe, N. M.; from 'Finevetos, at a point S. 10 de- taxes again b t Mrs.' John Petri for the level. Optimistic reports from the
Notice for Publication.
Teofilo Herrera, of Lamy, N. M.; Dem-eri- o grees 35 min. W. 1133 min. from NE years 1909 and 1910, a lot in precinct west of crop prospects and Indica(07533. )
to
forest
Pecos,
Ribera, of Pecos, N. M.; Jesus cor. S. 14 T. 23 N. R. 32 E. by means No. 3 in Santa Fe, and described as tions of a further improvement in the
supervisor,
Copy
of diversion and 3
cu. ft per sec. follows:
Bounded on the north by iron and steel situation helped to Im
Lopez, of Pecos, N. M.
N. M.
and or 288 acre feet Is to be conveyed Prudenclo Garcia, on the east by E prove sentiment American Tobacco
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Department of the Interior,
to Section 13, Tp. 23 N., R. 32 E., and D. Franz, on the west
by J. W. Linker securities were unusually active and
L. SL Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
Register.
S. 18 Tp. 23 N. R. 33 E. by means of which should have
strong.
The preferred stock rose
been..
June 13, 1911.
dam and canals and there used for ir- it appearing that she had sold said 13-- and the four per cent bonds 2
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Notice is hereby given that Jacinto
' .
property to Ernest A. Johnson, Bonds were firm.
CC
Connections made with Automobile rigation. ,
Ortis, of Rowe, N. M., who, on June
New
The
territorial
will
take
engineer
29.
Cotton
York,
to
who
June
sold it to Mary M. "Victory
spot
9. 1906, made Homestead No. 9530, for line at Vaughn for Roswen,
dally. this
closed
for
consideration
up
application
quiet Middling uplands 14.80;
l
sec. 35, township 15 N, range Automobile leaves Vaughn for
NE
on the
of August, 1911, and all
middling gulf 15.05; sales 200 bales.
at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Rot-we- persons 8th
11 E, has filed notice of intention to
The market closed firm.
who
the granting
Dates of Sale, June 27th to 30th, July 1st to Sth.
letoni limit, Sepat 3:30 p. m. Automooile leaves of the above may opposemust
make final five-yeproof, to estab;
file their
Liverpool, June 29. Closing: Cotapplication
tember 15th, 1911. Liberal Stop-Ovlish claim to the land above described, Roswell for Vauehn at 6 p. in. The oDjections suDsiantiatea
Privileges.
ton
affidavwith
S
lower.
spot
dull; prices
points
1'IIU In
ad Ml menlllAXO
before register or receiver, TJ. S. Land fare between Santa F and Torrance its with the territorial
American middling fair 8.66; good
mxet, fenled with Blutt ftlbbotu V
engineer and
Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 21st is $5.80 and between Torrance and copy with applicant on or before that
For further particulars call on
A
C I
middling 8.33; middling 8.11; low midmamI
Roswell $10.
Reserve seat on auto date.
;
day of July, 191L
LrU
CD. MILLER,
1
ordi7.91;
of
dling
good
Santa
too
Fe
RillibW
known
ordinary
m
Alwayi
any
agent
,
mn
7.6;
Bat
lift,
wire.
W.
names
vobile
at
J.
Claimant
fftockard.
witnesses;
by
Territorial Engineer.
SOLD BY WftjtCr,T5
,
nary 7.40. Sales 4,000 bales.
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Band Concert,
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Tickets
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Return Limit, July
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sur-pris-
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New
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7-- 8
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4

1-- 8
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4
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CALIFORNIA
EXCURSIONS

1-- 4

11

October 9,

8

2

5-- 8

2

San Francisco, $45.20

1-- 2

EXCURSION RATES

ALL RAILROADS

Returning via Ogden, $56.50.
Returning via Portland, $62.50

:

v

-

.,,

June 27 to July 5, Aug. 7

toll.

Los Angeles, San Diego, $35.20
August 14th to 17th.

3--

4

1--4.

Direct Routes.
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1--

June 1st to September 30th,
Portland, Seattle and Tacoma,
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BIGGEST LANDLORDS.

There are some big landlords la
Britain. The duke of Sutherland, for HER IDEA OF MUSICAL VOICE
Instance, owns 1,358,000 acres, or
about 2,122 square miles. This hold- Assistant to Entertainer Didn't Koovn
Difference Between 8inglng
ing Is larger by far than most of the
German grandduchies and is at least
and Sawing Wood.
thirty times the size of the principal"Ladies and gentlemen," said tho
ity of Liechtenstein. It Is said of his
grace that he can travel right across entertainer, "having blindfolded my
Scotland from sea to sea without ever partner, I will now proceed to test her
I have in
leaving his own land. Then there is thought-readin- g
powers.
the duke of Buccleuch, with 460,000 my hand an apple. Will you kindly
acres; the marquis of Breadalbane, tell the audience what It is that I
with 300,000; the duke of Richmond, am holding in my hand?"
with 268,000; the duke of Fife, with
"An apple."
250,600; the duke of Atholl, with
"Correct. I have here a watch.
and somewhere about a score Kindly tell the audience what I have."
whose holdings range between 100,000
"A watch."
and 200,000 acres. There are twenty
"Quite right Tou see, ladies and
men, Including those mentioned above, gentlemen, it is impossible to catch
who hold between them more than five her."
million acres, equivalent to a block of
The entertainer produced a piece of
territory 20 miles long by nearly 40 wood and a saw and commenced to
of the saw vigorously.
wide, or about
total land area of the United
"Kindly tell the audience what I am

f

U

Mf

doing."
No reply.
"This Is rather

a difficult teat, ladles
and gentlemen. I will try again. Can
Near Boston Spa, In Yorkshire, Eng you tell me what I am doing?" said
land, is a
wishing well, the entertainer, continuing hit sawing.
.
Tea. You are singing."
which is probably nothing else than a
Loud applause.
survival of pagan tree worship. The
place is called St. Helen's Well, and
Patience.
has been so named ever since the
Dr. Russell H. Conwell is a great
days of the Romans.
believer in patience, and he recently
The legend runs that people
ing this dried up well to offer up pray told a story indicating what he beers will have their wish granted If lieved to be an example of making a
they leave an offering in the shape of virtue of patience.
A young man was standing at the
a shred of their own clothing and
observe strict secrecy in regard to the gate, waiting for his sweetheart, and
when at last she appeared he renature of their demands.
Not only lovers and superstitious marked kindly, "What a time you have
country folk make pilgrimages to St. kept me waiting!'
" 'Oh, dear me, how fussy you are.
Helen's Well; the grove is frequented
in summer time by quite serious peo- she observed.
"Why, I didn't promple, who do not hesitate, when the ise to meet you till 7:45 and it's only
backs of their companions are turned two minutes after 8 now.''
to furtively tie some scrap from their
"Ah, Mary, dear, replied the young
clothing to the twisted roots and mur man, but you have made a slight mis
take in the day. You were to have
mur their heart's desires.
been here at 7:45 last evening. I'
have been waiting ever since.'"
DOG'S LONG LINEAGE.
FAMOUS WISHING WELL.

Tit-Bit-

It is impossible to say when dogs
were first domesticated, but some of
the earliest traces are found on Egyptian monuments, with figures of dogs,
somewhat of the greyhound
type,
which date back to at least 8600 B. C.
Even in these remote days the dog
was highly esteemed. Coming down g.
little later, we read that Ulysses, 3,0(70
years ago, was recognized by his dog
Argus after his swineherd had failed
to do so. Plutarch speaks of Alclbiades, who cut off the tail of his dog,
and Myron, the sculptor, immortalized
the animal by chiseling his Image in
marble.
The Romans valued their
dogs, and kept them for the chase
and also as pets. Alexander the Great
owned a veteran fit to tackle a lion,
-

THE NUPTIAL KI8S.
The nuptial kiss, with a meaning
akin to that of the kiss of peace, had
its origin in a most serious and prac
tical church ceremony known as the
Among mediaeval people,
espousals.
as among some classes of Jews today,
it was quite customary for the bride
groom and bride to meet before wit
nesses in the church some days or
even weeks before the marriage, and
there make a pledge of future union,
and at each times a ring was usually
presented by the prospective husband.
Sometimes, however, the man was too
poor to buy the ornament, and Instead
presented a kiss, which was doubtless
more pleasant and was considered a
birdlng pledge before man and God,
QERMANY'8 POOR NOBILITY.
Prof. Kekulevon Stradnolts has just
made an Interesting study of the condition of many of the ancient en
nobled families of Germany. The professor finds that the descendants of
families whose nobility is beyond
question are in some instances gain
ing a livelihood, such as It is, as
clerks, shopmen and, minor officials,
Many, have emigrated to America.
Among these are scions of houses
fustly distinguished in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries. Not a few,
having put in their term of military
service, are now passing their days
In the ranks.

8ECRET,

The manufacture of vermilion, which
the foremost industries of
Hongkong, and entirely in the hands
of the Chinese, is very ancient They
made artificial cinnabar (a form of
mercury, the base of vermilion) long
before Europe was civilized, and some

Is one of

of

the granite stones between which

the pulverised ore is ground are almost prehistoric. Even In the present day there are trade secrets in tit
Industry which no Eu ropean has been

ible to fathom. . There are over one
Hundred of these manufacturing plants
in Hongkong and Kowloon.
THE DEPARTED.

v

friendly sort of Mlaw,
Who nod wuwig smile;
Bis owner was so cordial,
go pUwlnc ell the while,
Ton would have thought him worthy
Of every confidence;
man above all Mlflsh aims,
All tolly and prate nee.

Bis garments they were fan Kites,
n
,
were hta
Be might have been a word;
pott
Who Wed the bloom and birds.
JBut slnee he's left the
dty
And ta'ea bis oilr taneiu
:
Oh, hark! oh, hark! whet't this we
,i :.A shown errtesv
gtiingC
n.
Jfcrft-epoke-

They Are.
"Yes, I witnessed the fiercest bat
tle of the Mexican revolution."
"You did?"
Saw the flames
"Indeed I did!
belching from the mouths of the
guns! Saw the men falling! And all
of a sudden the insurrectos charged,
directly toward me! On they came
I could see the whites of their eyes.
"
their wolfish grins, then:
"Gracious! What did you do?"

1 went out then. These moving
pictures are great institutions, arent
theyf
FORCE OF HABIT.

h

1

YOTJR SALESMAN

f)

(

I

may speak to twenty persons a day

praising your wares. HE BRINGS YOU BUSINESS.
YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the NEW MEXICAN speaks
to thousands every day. IT IS BOUND TO BRING YOU

202,-00-

AN ANCIENT TRADE
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BUSINESS.
Hal Chase, King of Initial

THE SUBSCRIBERS to the local paper are the prosper-ou- s
people of your town. THEY ARE THE PEOPLE WHO

Stoker.

Hal Chase, the manager of the New
York Americans, is regarded as the
best first baseman in the history of
the diamond. Chase gets more out of
the initial bag than any other man
who ever played It. Before he made
his debut in fast company the first
station was conceded to be about the
easiest position on a ball team. Now

It Is looked upon as one of the hardest. The first baseman nowadays has
to be a fast fielder as well as the
second or third baseman. He has to
cover a great amount of ground around
the first bag, be able to run up on
bunts and exhibit an amount of ginger
that was unknown to the Initial Backer
a few years ago.

CHARLES TAFT IS WATER BOY

EARLY START OF HUGH DUFFY

Being Too Young to Get on School
Team Does Not Discourage
Son of President.

i

Worked In Cloth Factory at
R. I., When 14 Years
$2 Per Game.

River-poi-

nt,

Old-Rec- eived

Charlie Taft, son of the president,
Manager Duffy of the White Sox
has started to learn baseball by act- team worked in a cloth factory
ing as water carrier of the nine of ning a wrangle machine when he
the Taft school, of which his uncle, 14 years old, in Riverpoint, R. I.
Horace Taft, is principal. Charlie has
caught the enthusiasm for the game
Bhown by his father and the fact
that he is nephew and namesake of
the owner of the Chicago National
league team also contributed to his
ambition to make a place for himself in the national game. He Is too
young to play on the school team,
but is ambitious to become a manager, a position which is' often ob
tained through the water boy route,
Hence his decision to preside at the
pall.

BUY,

YOUR ADVERTISEMENT

in the local paper helps to
build the town. The outside judges Santa Fe by the advertisements in its local papers.
It is a BUSINESS MAXIM universally accepted that advertising pays. That is, if it is done right.
PEOPLE READ ADVERTISEMENTS. Let the "New
Mexican" place in its most obscure column th?,t you are selling
sugar at one cent a pound and your store tomorrow will not
hold its customers. Advertise calico at one cent a yard and
you will have to telegraph to your wholesale house for carload lots.

1

ball
run-

was
He

a hit

11

SI

BTaTJ

YOU CAN STIMULATE BUSINESS BY ADVERTISING.
Today no business will increase permanently unless by some
method of advertising. The fool in his heart will say that

therft is no virtue in advertising but the wise man knows that
the fool is deceiving himself.
AN ADVERTISEMENT In the "New Mexican" DRAWS
LIKE A POROUS PLASTER.

It cannot fail if it advertises the

right goods at the right price.
THE
MERCHANT is noted by the
fact that his advertisement does not appear in the local papers.
The sheriff has an eye on his business and his credit must be
NON-PROGRESSI-

Manager Duffy.

Connie Mack is strong for the col- was offered $2 a game to play twice a
lege player. It is said the leader of week in the state baseball league when
the champs has a string on Martin of he was 16. He resigned his position
Tufts and on Woodle, the Princeton to play ball and has been in the game
as a professional ever since. He has
pitcher.
Jack Dalton, the former Brooklyn played professional ball more than
twenty-fiv- e
years.
gardener, is playing with Joe
Newark
team, and has yellow
nity's
gloves and a bamboo stick backed up FAN INVENTS RAGTIME DROP
for class.
Memphis has surprised, the South- New Yorker Teaches Marquard New
ern leaguers and New Orleans, touted
Curve, Which Manager McGraw
as a winning team, hasn't caused the
Believes Will Be Wonder.
"snapshooters" any overwork in taking pictures.
Manager John J. McGraw of the
Providence holds' the honor of stop- New York Nationals believes he has
ping the Toronto team. It began to discovered a new curve that will be
look as if Joe Ketiey's bunch would of practical use. A fan named Way-bur- n
rush through the' Eastern .league
has invented the "ragtime drop."
:
without a halt '
p;
Wayburn went up to the Polo grounds
Any time the Giants are unable to the other day and Instructed "Rube"
Teacher He's always at the foot of trim the Quakers, send them over to Marquard in its use. Mike Donlln
Brooklyn. They become a savage band was on hand also and Marquard, using
the class.
the "ragtime" struck out the former
get a flash
wonder his of Dodgers whenever they
Superintendent No
man. '
of a
Giant four times. Marquard is the
father is a chlrooodlst
Manager Bill Schwartz, of Nash- only pitcher who will be invested with
ville, Is said to be much like Napo- the syncopated secret
ON JULIUS.
leon Lajoie, in his movement that
hundreds of fans have remarked upon
First Aerial Bet Recorded.
the amazing likeness. The first aerial bet has been made.
A new Batcher's mask has been In- It happened while the airman Legag-neu- x
vented which prevents the ' catcher
was flying the other day over
from getting his eyes crossed watch- the racecourse at Nice, when a five
ing men on first and third at the same franc piece wrapped in a piece of patime. The openings for the eyes are per dropped on the ground and on the
made into one by removing the up- paper was written a request by
,
to put the money for him on a
right bar.
There are three twirlers holding horse named Rule Britannia. Unforberths with American League olubs tunately for the airman Rule Britain-nt-a
didn't win.
this year by the name of Mitchell,
Roy Is with the St Louis Browns,
Galrter Breaks Wrist
Charlie Is working for , the Detroit
First Baseman "Del" Gainer of the
Tigers and Bill is one of the Naps'
V
Detroit American league team susbest prospects.
Some criticism is heard of Chase's tained a broken wrist in the first inmanagerial moves. Sure, they're , all ning in a recent game with Philadela. g. when they lose. With the season phia. Gainer was at bat facing
ad near the close and Chase: having Coombs. He was attempting to dodge
had all these summer months in a pitched ball when his right wrist
which to show, it Is a fitting time to was struck and broken.
The) Joker Julius
Caesar mutt
.:s-f-pass Judgment.
'
have bean a drinking man.
Mcintosh Busy In London.
Mike Kahoe, Washington scout, is
The Professor How do yon Agora back from looking
over
the
D. Mcintosh has given up tho
'''
Southern
Hugh
that out?
teams, and says there Jsat a Olympian Annex building In London,
league
The Joker Didn't he die as the re
promising player in Dixieland' Kahoe but has secured a larger place in the
sult of too many Roman punches?
looked the second time at McBrtde, center of the city and intends to proBirmingham outfielder, but found Con- mote some big contests up to and dur' Tho
Light Fantastic
nie Mack has a string on him.
ing' coronation week.
Xy Staiy has a lightsome step,
On Another Lady.
Ths 8even Wonders.
And I'd tread Ughtiy, too.
"Higgsforth made a tidy fortune out
I wonder If my wife will stand for
If I had forced a etae-- f onr foot
of tho chicken buslnets," said one that
into a sue three shoe!
gag
friend.
Fuek.
again?
"Indeed?" we murmured politely.
I wonder who I can touch for a
Scientific chicken raising?" '
Wval Aooompllshmerrta.
'!- -'
loan?
"Oh, not He dldnt rats chickens.
Little Girl (proudly)-M- y
I wonder if he will come again topapa makes a lot of money. He plays Ho sold a patent coop." Judge;
night
'
the piano. - t
I wonder whether he's holding a
'
.
.
Second Little Girl (triumphantly)
Amazon of the KHohM.
good hand or only bluffing.
mors money than
I wonder how she keeps from show"Does your husband find fault with
My papa mats
asked the patient look- ing her age?
tho
cooking?"
I wonder If that's her last year's
rtrtt Little OM What doss your ing woman, c
"Ko," replied Mrs. Crosslots.', "He hat mads over?
papa play?
1 wonder how they kesp up appearSeeond Little Girl He plays ths StA SO fast nnnei ami 11m
l
ances on hta salary ? Pnehv , ,
rsosd to over hear sUa ,

poor.
LAST YEAR, the "New Mexican" took in $12,000 in subscriptions. The readers who had that much for the local paper
have as much for your store but you must let them know that

Mc-Gl-

you are doing business, where, and how you are doing it
THE ADVERTISING RATES in the "New Mexican" are
but a fraction of the rates in other cities. It is untrue that you
cannot afford to advertise; the fact is when you feel that you
cannot afford to advertise, you cannot afford NOT to advertise.

every post office in Hen Mexico
n.

fe
n

U pays to advertise in

1

lint

,

"

,f.

'A'

1

The "Hew Mexican" goes into the
homes of Santa Fe and it reaches

1

.

m

'

GOSSIP OF
iSPORTDOM
Kansas City has been dubbed the
"base on balls team." The players
are said to make more fuss over drawing a pass than they do over getting

1

-

.

i

v.--
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no. 4 Andrews

"Cash" no.

Kansas City Meats

We wish to announce that on SATURDAY,
JULY 1st, we will have our MEAT MARKET
ready for business, handling a full line of the best
K. C. meats You can get just what you like.
neat, clean and experienced meat cutter will be in
charge. We solicit your inspection and patronage.
A

F. Andrews

null v ermun iid

u

83-T-

GROCERY and BAKERY

Phone No. L

and the newly marritd couple will
live in National City, Calif. Miss
MIL UniLI I1UUHU Ml .
Harney has no relations in Santa Fe.
was the range
From 58 to
in temperature yesterday and the
relative humidity was 32 per
Santa Fe, N. M., June 29.
X average
S
cent. The lowest temperature during
The weather for New Mexico
night was 61 degrees and at 6 a.
fair tonight, 5S last
is generality
m. today it was 64 degrees.
There
X warmer in southeast portion. X
were showers in the vicinity yesterS
Friday generally cloudy.
day afternoon. Light smoke from
forest fires and dust from the sand
storm were noticed yesterday.
Calked Horse Shoes with nails at'
Entirely new equipment new locaj
Goebels.
tion,
Hayward's market will open on
on
Ice Cream
Sunday at Capital
City Dairy. Milk and cream always on Saturday, July first. On the Plaza.
3,000 Feet of the Greatest Pictures
hand. Phone Black 188.
The Time Friday and Saturday. in the world, showing the "West as it
i
was." Elks' Theater Friday and
,The Place, Elks' theater.
j
Rompers. Order today at Goebels.
j
Feast of St. Peter and St, Paul;
Today the Roman Catholic church! EFFECT OF ALCOHOL
ON HUMAN SYSTEM.
celebrates the feast of St. Peter and'
Paul aiid tomorrow the feast of St.!
Paul. Tn Rome the feast tomorrow Discussed By American Medical Association at Los Angeles Offis celebrated with great eclat in the;
j church of St.
icers Elected for Year.
Paul outside the walls,
which is one of the great basilicas (By Special Leased wire to New Mexican)
Los Angeles, Calif., June 29. The
of the city of churches.
Illustrated Lecture on the Roose-- i American Medical Association electvelt dam. Elks' theater, Friday and ed its officers today for the ensuing
year, as did also the eleven different
Saturday.
sections of the association.
Bad
in
The
bridges
Shape
Bridges
Many addresses were made today
in the Santa Fe canon, except where at the sectional meetings. In the deiron culverts were put In by the Good partment of surges-- , Dr. A. F. Jones,
Roads Commission, are in bad shape. of Omaha, read a paper on "Spinal
In fact, the timbers are so rotten that Fractures," and Dr. F. W. Andrews,
they are dangerous and may cause a of Chicago told the "surgeons of his
serious accident to teams or automo new mechanical device for the closing
I,biles cassine over them. Either the of wounds.
Good Roads Commission or the Cqun-- :
Dr. S. P. Beebe, of New York, exty Commissioners should repair the; plained the "experimental and clinical
bridges and make them safe.
studies of modified vaccine treatment
Spanish Alliance Dance July 4. A of pneumococcous infection in animal
ball rivalling in glory those held in the and man" and many physicians spoke
days of the brilliantly attired conduis- - on the effect pf alcohol on the human
tadores and their suite will be held In system.
th armory the night pf July 4th by
Chicago will probably secure the
the Spanish American Alliance, Duke 1912 convention.
i
Don Diego de Vargas and hia Tetinue
j will attend in uniform
and a good or-- ! KINGSLEY OLDS ADMITS
HE SHOT HIMSELF.
chestra has been engaged to furnish
the music. This promises to be a bril- - (By Special Leased Wire to ifew Mexican)
j liant function which will be
Globe, Ariz., June 29 Admitting
largely at
that he had shot his own jaw off,
tended.
Team to Exercise Today The San--! Kingsley Olds, accused of the murder
ta Fe Base Ball Club will have a try- - of Lulu and Myrtle Goswick, said toout on College grounds this afternoon day that he had inflicted the wound in
and get in better shape than ever for an effort at suicide when the children
the Duke City's cohorts, who will give were drowned in Salt river while bathbattle to Santa Fe on July 4th;
ing with them. Up to the present Olds
Parents Take Your Children to see has maintained that he he was shot
the pictures of the Roosevelt dam, by Indians, but today he said that
when he discovered that the two girls
Friday and Saturday, Elks' theater.
Babe Dies This seems to be the had been drowned,; he became frightseason when many babies die and sev- - ened and had blown his jaw off in an
effort to kill himsf.
j eral deaths have been reported during
the past week. The latest victim was
the four months old babe Carmelita TROOPS SUFFER DIS-COMFORTS IN TEXAS.
Romero, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Car-- 1
pio Romero who died of stomach trou- - (By Special Leased True to New Mexican)
ble yesterday afternoon. The funeral
Washington, D. C, June 29. Presir
. took place at 2 o'clock this afternoon dent Taft has under consideration the
from Guadalupe church. The Akers-- ; withdrawal of the troops now forming
the maneuver division in Texas. A fiwas in charge of the funeral arrange- - nal ilt.cision will be reached at the cabinet meeting tomorrow an ! the indicaments.
,
Cerrillos... Girl Weds A dispatch te ns are that withdrawals will begin
IVniYi
T o r. HMinfin
trtnn immediately and be completed within
May A. Harney of Cerrillos and a a month. Improved conditions in Mexgraduate of the New Mexico Agricul- ico and the usual discomforts suffered
tural College was married to Oliver by the soldiers are. the reasons asWendell Holmes Bowen in California signed.
!..
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Phone No.4.

Turquoise, Laveliers,

hat

j

!

j

I

Amethysts, Opals,

j

.

EXQUISITE DESIGNS
MEN are the
BUSINESS Men"
of
to-da- y.

'

They keep their engagements on the minute and measure their time by a

j

IN

GOLD AND SILVER
'

V;

FILIGREE

WALTHAM WATCH
That is
why we make it cur leader and

why
"Ifs Time

time-piece-

s.

You Owned a Waltkcm."

We have a wide assortment of
Watches at a wide price
in thin models: plain and
fancy cases. See us about a Wal
tham

S.

j

SPITZ,

;

Wa'.-tha-

m range
,

THURSDAY, JUNE 29, 1911.

CHIEF JUSTICE CAMPBELL
STRICKEN WITH HEAT

PORFIRIO DIAZ IN
GERMANY TO TAKE CURE.

Hot in Colorado's Capital

(By Special Leased wire to New Mexican)
Germany,
June 29 General Porfirio Dias, form

.

Insufferably
City

Jurist

Serious

is in

Frankfort-on-the-Maln,-

Condition.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Merican)
Denver, Colo., June 29. Judge John
Campbell, chief justice of the supreme
court of Colorado, was overcome by
today's insufferable heat while attend
ing a conference of judges in chambers today and was removed to St
Luke's hospital in an unconscious condition.
At this hospital it was 'stated that
the jurist had rallied somewhat, but
his condition is regarded as rather
serious.
Justice Campbell's home is in CD'
lorado Springs. He has served on
the bench for eighteen years.
ATTORNEY

'.

.'.v The Jeweler

WOOD-DAV-

j

IS

Hardware

j

Company

I z
E

H

J

--

0J1

Brilliant Leader of Denver Bar Succumbs to Softening of Brain
Away From Home.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) j
Crawford,
Neb., June 29. Ralph
Talbot, for many years a prominent
attorney; of Denver, aiec at Fort 'Robinson today of softening of the brain,
aged 61. His body was taken to Den
ver by his son, Lieutenant Ralph Talbot, Jr., of the 12th cavalry.
Leader of the Bar.
Denver, Colo., June 29 Mr. Talbot
was a leader, of the legal profession
in Denver for thirty years. At the
time of his death he was a regent of
the State University at Boulder. He
was born .in .Fayette, Missouri, Augwas a graduate of
ust 17, 1850.
Dartmouth and also studied law at
'

er president of Mexico arrived hew today. He is on his way to WiMbarten,
where he will take the cure.

..

If you want anything; on earth
New Mexican Want Ad.

DAVID S. LOWITZKI
Furniture, Queensware, Tinware, Carpets,
Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, Etc.

)
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Z
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HIGHEST CASH PRICE

trj

3

O
G

Dealer in New and Second Hand

Ui

RALPH TALBOT
DEAD IN NEBRASKA.

SECOND HAND GOODS

to
ra

Tl

O
70

m

2

New and Second Hand Goods Sold on Easy
Payments

SWEET PEAS
-

Separate Colors or Mixed in Quantities to Suit.
Mail Orders Given Careful Attention.

JAMES C. McCONVERY,

Phone, Black 204.

:-

405 PALACE AVE

-:

Leipsfe VfV0 K!7t'
;.'- - Mr. Talbot was known over the
west as a brilliant speaker.

j

The Waltham is the most

of

M.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER
TRUST NEXT ON PROGRAM.

raw .BREAD MAKER

Nebraska Representative Introduces a
Resolution to Have It

Investigated.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, June 29. An in-

vestigation to determine whether the
International Harvester Company has
interstate-commerc- e
violated the anti-truor National Banking laws, "arid
whether
has entered into ralations
in violations of .aw wlm other persons,
firms or corporations," is proposed in
a resolution introduced today by Representative Lobeck of Nebraska.

mixes and
kneads bread
thoroughly in
Three Minutes.
The hands do
not touch the

BREAD MAKER
.

mixeand
kneads Eread
thoroughly
in Three Minutes
Simple, Easy,
Sanitary.

doughy

;

Distributors

of

The Walger
New Model

Awning
THE

BEST

AWNING

EVER PUT UP

HAYWARD'S

I

MA

I

.

WILL OPEN

i

j

J.

Saturday, Julylst

I

WE

SOLICIT
No.

YOUR

PATRONAGE,

SANTA FE HARDWARE

I06, West Side Plaza.

&

SUPPLYCO.

BIG
Closing Out Sale to Begin THURSDAY,

JUNE 22nd, for

One, Week Only

PAIRS LADIES' OXFORDS will be sold for a good deal less than
cost. This Closing Out Sale is Odds and Ends one or two pairs
of a kind. They are A No. 1 Goods, American Lady Make; made by the
largest shoe house in the world, . -

c

nmLjfm

;

wmmm

SIH1

They are made vrztl, latest styles, smart , and snappy in
PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS

It takes a mighty well made

Oxford to hold its shape and place
on the foot. It must fit all over
or it will slip and rub.
To make a perfect Oxford is an art that the Largest
Makers of Shoes in the World have mastered in the
American Lady Shoe.
In every sense it is the best shoe for the money.
We have a large line of American Lady Shoes
in the newest and best styles for Spring and
Summer Wear. Come in and let us show yoti
what real shoe satisfaction is.

;
;

$4.00
3.75
3.50
3.25

now

"

"

"

$2.75
2.60
2.50
2.25

$3.00
2.75
2.50
2.00

now

"
"

ever particular.

i

$2.10
1.75
1.60
1.00

THIS will be the biggest snap that was ever offered in Santa Fe. These
shoes must be sold regardless of price. Do not buy one pair, but 2 or
3 pairs, and put away for next summer at such ridiculous prices.
Don't forget the date, June 22nd

NATHAN SALMON;
.

Aw

1 U

'

